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Abstract -Innovation and automation has made our life II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
simple, home automation is one such emerging 
technology which empowers the residents to have 
wireless and provides security to the home. There is a 

plethora of loT setups available but most of them have 
restricted compatibility and are tailor-made for 
manufacturer supported devices. In order to provide a 
cost-efficient solution, a generic, all product supporting 
Wi-Fi based remote home automation scheme using a 
Raspberry PlI, PIR sensor and a vibration sensor is 
proposed. The connected devices are monitored and 
controlled through a mobile application from anywhere 
across the globe. Various sensors like Vibration sensor to 
detect vibration and PIR motion sensor to sense the 

In [1]. Waheb A. Jabbar postulated various conventional 
techniques for monitoring homes and their security. It 

uses a prototype, loT@HoMe developed with an 

algorithm to monitor our home conditions and control 

the home appliances over the Internet anytime and 

anywhere. 

In [2]. Qiuyan Lyu provides the users with control of 
smart devices, but the smart homes are facing many 
issues in the privacy and confidentiality side when 
accessed remotely. This focuses mainly on providing 
secured authentication through third parties than 
concerns about privacy leakage. In our system, we use a 

scheme IFTTT which aims in remotely accessing our 

home system more privately. 

movement in the area of deployment are used to 
comprehensively monitor the ambience of the home 

environment. Through Android application continuous 
monitoring of the house is possible and Text to speech 
conversion helps in communication with the visitors. In [3]. Weixian Li here deals with the energy consumption 

and meter readings which can be made digitally, by 
reducing the manual work. But the smart home network 
is vulnerable to energy theft. In our system, we use a 
smart energy theft system (SETS) that is used for 

prevention from energy thefts, despite the lack of energy 
monitoring devices. And enhance the security of the loT-
based smarthome. 

Keywords -security; smart home; internet-of-things 
(lOT); Intrusion Detection System, Intruders. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The intrusion detection is a software which is used to 

detect malicious activities or abnormalities, the intrusion 

detection along with 10T enables the devices of everyday 
use to be networked together. With the development of 

1OT the intrusion detection can be integrated with 

In 4].It explains about intrusion which takes place based 
on various cyber attacks. In the current system, we 
propose an Intrusion Detection System[IDS] to detect the 
motion of any intruder based on their character and 
identify the type of attack that has been deployed. This 
distinguishes the type of network, whether malicious or 
not and easily detects when the attack has taken place. 

various sensors. With intrusion Detection and video 

monitoring using loT devices, the systems in smart 

buildings or homes are able to actively obtain the 

information of occupancy and continuously monitor the 
house. Nowadays the Security in the house is 

compromised so the smart home system has become a 

necessity. The Smart.home system enhances the home 

security by continuous monitoring 

In [5], It explains about not having control over our 
homes when not present. So, we can't always monitor our 
home's condition, and it may lead to any mishappening at 
times. Our system provides accessibility to monitor and 
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Abstract- Most of the people are not 

conscious about their health issues. Heart KNN classification algorithnms for prediction using 

diseases are more dangerous as most of the the dala set of more than 300 patients. 

cases are reported at critical times only. 

The heart disease prediction is made using In the further paper we will have section I| as 

motivation of the project. The process of machine machine learning techniques such as SVC, RFC, 

Logistic Regression and KNN algorithms which 

helps in attaining accuracy. The growth of 

machine learning is reaching heights which will 

eventually lead to better results than that of 

The previously implemented model 

considers various algorithm which leads to 

learning and data mining in section 1.A brief 

understanding of survey in section IV. Drawbacks 

in previous model has been discussed in Section V. 

Methodology of the project is discused in section 
past. VI. The Status Outcome will be viewed in Section 

VII. Towards the end, the conclusion is discussed undersized results. The ultimate aim of the 

project is to make prediction of heart disease at 

early stages and protect them from risk with a 

negligible amount of cost and time. 

Keywords-Machine Learning, Data Mining, 

SVC, RFC, Logistic Regression, KNN. 

in Section VIII. 

II. MOTIVATION 

This project is an initiation of medieal field to 

reach every individual with negligible cost and 

time to lead a better healthier life. The main goal of I.INTRODUCTION 

the project is to strain any individual to a minimal 

level by answering few questions, and provide In the fast running world, the day to day activities 

deals with quick actions but not healthy once, most 

of the tine healthy things won't come along with 

quick actions. In this kind of situalion. people must 

be aware about their health. In comparison to other 

them a much accurate results of having vascular 

disease in the luture or not. If the result is positive 

hen that person nmust have a complele eheck-up 

following a consultation of a doctor and must have 

healthy foods with a regular exereise. In case the 

results are negative then they can continue the 

regular habits. 

diseases. cardio vascular disease is more serious as 

the problem would have crossed the safer line when 

people start to pay atlention. The nmain aim of the 

project is to say to an individual that he/she has a 

possibility of gelting cardio vascular disease based 

of their daily habits and body conditions. We 

mainly use SVC, RIFC, Logistic Regression and IIDATA MINING 
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AhrutAt present, road transport infrastructure fails to 
cope up n ith the exponential inerease in vehicular population. 

Computing the fastest driving routes and predicting accidents 
in the presence of varyiug traffic conditions is an essential 

problem in modern navigation systems. ln this paper, we 
investigute the transport department dataset with ensemble 
learniug mnethod for finding the best road selection. The results 
predict the best accuracy calculation using comparison of 
supervised machine learning algorithms. In statistics and 
machine leuruing, ensemble methods use multiple learning 

algorithmns 
analysis of dataset by supervised niachine learning technique 
(SMIT) captures several information 
identification, uni-variate analysis, bi-variate and multi-variate 
analysis, missing value treatments and performs the data 
validation, data cleaning/preparing. Adding to it, data 
visuali/atiou will be done on the entire given dataset. 
Additionally, it compares and discusses the performance of 
various macbine learning algorithm measurements from the 
given transport department dataset with evaluation of GUI 
based ruad accident prediction by given attributes. 

such problems. The classification and regression model of 
road accident analysis can be done by a single classi fier. 
Either KNN or SVM is enough to classify and predict the 

target variable. Therefore both of them are used together in 
this approach to make it as an ensemble method. 
Classification problems using ensemble learning model can 
give better accuracy than others. 

The scope of this paper is to investigate a dataset of 

transport 
technique and to identify the best road selection by accident 

obtain better predictive performance. The department records using ensemble learning 

like, variable reports 

The goal is to develop a machine learning model for real-

time accident forecasting by predicting results in the form of 
best accuracy by comparing supervised algorithm with mean 
value fron voting classifier results. The main objective of 
the road accident prediction system is to analyze the 

previously occurred accidents in the locality which will help 
to determine the most accident-prone area and set up the 

imediate required help and to make predictions based on 
constraints like weather climate, road structure, etc. The rest 

Keywords-Dataset, Ensemble method, Machine Learning 

ulgorithus, (GlI results. 
of the paper is organized as follows: 

Section II deals with the Literature Review fom which the I. INTRODUCTION 

base ideas were adopted. 
Section Il covers the Problem Detinition of the existing 

There are several problems with current practices for 
prevention of the accidents occurred in several localities. 
The data collected is analyzed, integrated and grouped 
together based on different constraints using the best suited 
algorithin. This estimation will be helplul for analysis and 
identify the aw and the reasons of the accidents. It will be 
helpful while making roads and bridges as a reference to 
avoid the same problems faced before. The predictions 
made can be very useful in planning the management of 

system and the proposed system. 

Section IV deals with Solution using ensemble learning. 

Section V covers with the Applications of the Ensemble 

Learning method. 
Section VI deals with the Future Enhancements and 

Conclusion. 
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Abstract With the growth of the human population 
comes the constantly rising demand for agricultural 
products. Nevertheless, as the world experiences 
climate change, many crops are often damaged by 

This study utilizes price 
optimization to monitor the price factors factors on a 
farm. The collected data underwent on data cluster 

materials have becn categorized within a spreadshcet database. 
The rescarch is organized by country, theme, name of the 
publication, date, author, form of research and rescarch 
methodology, focus on agriculture/cotton, geographical region 
covered and, where available, web link. Each publication was 
then sumnarized to give a broad overview of the kcy findings 
and issues raised. The materials identified are derived from more 
than 80 different sources, including academic and technical 
journals, 
intergovernmental organizations, national govern1nent census 
data, as wcll as studics by non-govermmental organizations and 
independent rescarch centers. 

weather cond itions. 

studies undertaken by international and analysis to yield analysis of the environmental factors 
of that farm. The proposed scheme bears the following 
features: (1) data analysis is achieved via the 
combination of graph moving average and average 
variance; (2) we applied 3D cluster analysis to analyze 
the relation between environmental factors and 

2.1 PRECISION FARMING 

Efficicnt market information can be shown to have 
positive bencfits for famers and traders. Up-to-date information 
on prices and other market factors enables farmers to negotiate 
with traders and also facilitates spatial distribution of products 
from rural areas to towns and between markets.[4] Most 
govemments in developing countries have tried to 
provide market information services to famers, but these have 
tended to experience problems of sustainability. Moreover, even 
when they function, the service provided is often insufficient to 
allow commercial decisions to be made because of time lags 
between data collection and dissemination.[5] Moderm 

communications technologies open up the possibility for market 
information scrvices to improve information 
through SMS on cell phones and the rapid growth of FM radio 
stations in many developing countries offers the possibility of 
more localized infomation services. In the longer run, the 
intermet may become an effective way of delivering information 
to farmers. However, problems associated with the cost and 
accuracy of data collection still remain to be addressed. Even 
when they have access to market information, farmers often 
require assistance in interpreting that information. For example, 
the market price quoted on the radio may refer to a wholesale 
selling price and farmers may have difficulty in translating this 
into a realistic price at their local assembly market.[6]Various 
attempts have been made in developing countries to introduce 
commercial market information services but these have largely 
been targeted at traders, commercial farmers or exporters. It is 
not easy to see how small, poor famers can generate sufficient 
income fora commercial service to be profitable although in 
India a new service introduced by Thomson 
reportedly used by over 100,000 farmers in its first year of 
operation. Esoko in West Africa attempts to subsidize the cost of 
such serviccs to farmers by charging access to a more advanced 
feature set of mobile-based tools to businesses. 

subsequently examine the rules of thumb held by the 
farmers;(3) the system determines whether a selected 
crop has been placed in the appropriate cluster; and (4) 
the system sets a critical value in the cluster based on 

future environments and provides advice on whether a 
crop is suitable for the farm. We placed price 

optimization in the farm for monitoring purposes and 
ran an actual-scenario analysis using the algorithm in 

our study; results confirm that our proposed scheme is 

indeed feasible. 
delivery 

Keywords- Dataset, price optimization method, data 
analysis, GUI results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the growth of the human population comes the 

constantly rising demand for agricultural products. 
According to study [1], the global population is 
expected to rise from 1.8 billion in 2009 to 4.9 billion in 
2030, leading to drastic rise in demand for dairy products. 
Study [2] suggests that, in the future, human beings will 
have a growing demand for agricultural products, which 
will require expansion of fam lands and growth in yield 
of agricultural products. Mean- while, due to global 
warming, crops are often damaged by extreme weather 

conditions. Study [3] points out that coun- tries around 
the globe are investing in the development of Intelligent 
Agriculture out of concern for food erisis. For instance, as 
mentioned in study [4], many fams have begun to rely 
more heavily on natural resources such as utilizing 
hydropower, geothermal energy, or solar power - in order 

to reduce cultivation costs, especially in water resources. 
Study [5] argues that lack of labor force will become a 

Reuters was 

Co-operation among farmers is believed to contribute 
to the adoption of technological advances and marketing and 
commercial innovations, and the presence of co-operatives has 
been associated with agricultural growth and higher standards of 
living for famers. This paper looks at the extent to which co-
operatives for the production and marketing of agricultural 
products difused in 13 countries during 1880-1930. Despite 
their important advantages, co-operatives spread slowly in 
Westem countries before 1930. Co-operatives were mainly 
adopted in export countries, and most of the output of these 
societies was commercialised abroad or in markets substantially 
distant from the producing areas. Co-operatives were 

successfully fomed where one crop system dominated and the 
density of production was high. 

serious follows: 

Section II deals with the Literature Review from which the 
base ideas were adopted. 
Section II covers the Problem Definition of the existing 
system and the proposed system. 
Section IV deals with Solution using ensemble learning. 
Section V covers with the Applications of the Ensemble 
Learning method. 
Section VI deals with the Future Enhancements and 2.2 MARKETING AND YEILD PRODUCTION: 

Conclusion. Marketing is any activity that leads you to sell a 
product. When you decide what products to sell, what price to 
ask, where and how to sell them, and how to promote them, you 
are marketing. Your strategy is your means of doing something--
how you will meet your objectives of selling this year's crop. 
Depending on the type and size of your farn, and whether you 
are faming full or part time, you have several options for how to 
market your operation. 

I. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The materials reviewed vary significantly in fom and 
methodology. 60% of all materials reviewed directly address 
positive and/or negative social impacts in the coton sector in one 
or more of the focus countries. (See 'Evaluation of Research' for 
an explanation of the status of different forms of research.) These 

Organic farming is a product strategy - it defines the 

type of product you are selling. Fanners select organic farnning 
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business infrastructure. To drive the process of 
ABSTRACT-The amount of information needed to acquire 

knowledge on today's acquisition systems is growing 

exponentially due to more complex, higher resolution, 

software-intensive acquisition systems that need to operate in 

System-of-Systems (SoS), Family-of-Systems (FoS), Joint, and 

Coalition environments. Unfortunately, the tools and methods 

necessary to rapidly collect, aggregate, and analyze this 

information have not evolved as a whole in conjunction with 

this increased system complexity and, therefore, has made 

analysis and evaluation increasingly deficient and ineffective. 

The Test Resource Management Center's (TRMC's) vision is 

to build a DoD test and evaluation (T&E) knowledge 
management (KM) and analysis capability that leverages 
commercial big data analysis and cloud computing 

technologies to improve evaluation quality and reduce 

decision-making time. An cvaluation revolution, starting with 

the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program, is underway to ensure 

the T&E community can support the demands of next-

generation weapon systems. 

implementing big data analytics, businesses have begun 

establishing analytics centers which either take pre-defined 

business cases and apply methods to address them or 

implement existing knowledge within the data architecture 

to create a higher level of awareness to busines groups or 

the company at-large. To meet these demands, data storage 

have become more and computation architectures 

sophisticated, dozens of technologies were developed for 

large-scale processing (such as Apache Hadoop or Green 

Plum), and streaming architectures which allow data to be 

on in real-time as it is collected have processed and actione 

become commonplace. The net result of these commercial 

best practices is a solid foundation for the DoD to transform 

how it uses data to achieve faster, better, 
decisions throughout the acquisition lifecycle. 

and smarter 

Big Data, Data Analytics, Knowledge Management, Data 

Management, Virtualization, Cloud Computing, Predictive 

Maintainance, Department of Defense, Test and Evaluation The true product of T&E is knowledge ascertained through 
the collection of information about a system or item under 
test. However, the T&E community's ability to provide this 

knowledge is hampered by more complex systems, more 

complex environments, and the need to be more agile in 

support of strategic initiatives, such as agile acquisition and 

the 3rd Offset Strategy. This increased complexity and need 
for speed cause delayed analysis and problems that goo 

undetected during T&E. The primary reason for these 
shortfalls is antiquated tools and processes that make data 
hard to locate, aggregate, and convert into knowledge. In 

short, DoD has not evolved its evaluation infrastructure as 

1. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 

Embracing big data analytics in the DoD starts with 

improved knowledge management. 
system data is generated and stored in locations across the 

globe over many years of prototyping, development, testing, 
upgrading, and fielding. The result is T&E data that is 

currently isolated and compartmentalized with little 

discovery or reuse outside of each respective acquisition 
program. Consequently, many programs across the DoD are 

continually reinventing the wheel or rerunning tests that 
another program has already performed. This redundancy is 

often because program managers and analysts simply do not 
know that a similar test was performed within another 
program. They do not know what is already known, or 
where to go to access the knowledge. A more systematic 
reuse of knowledge across the DoD will result in a 
substantial cost benefit as T&E data collected by one 
program is valuable for reuse by another. 

There are four major functional areas of KM: 1) 
gathering data into the KM system, 2) warehousing the data 
for long periods of time while making it available to users in 
a timely fashion when they need it; 3) providing analysis 
tools and capabilities, such as big data analytics (BDA), that 

Today, acquisition 

its weapon systems have evolved. 

Conversely, commercial entities, 
observation and diagnosis, electric power distribution, retail, 
and industrial manufacturing, have embraced agility in their 

methodologies while modernizing analytics capabilities to 
keep up with the massive influx of data. Raw physical 
sensors could provide data, higher-quality image or video 

cameras, radio frequency identification (RFID) devices, 
faster data collectors, 
information or digitized records, and ultimately is providing 
more data to analysts in size and complexity than ever 

before. As more data has become available, an interrelated 
phenomenon is the desire of analysts to ask more detailed 
questions about their consumers and their 

such as medical 

more detailed point-of-sale 
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Abstract- The advancement in technology has paved 
the path for the entire world to be digitalized. This 
makes anyone from anywhere to get anything using 
mobile applications. However, not many applications 
seem to be providing the customer requirements exactly 

and hence leads to the application's uninstallation. This 
problem can be resolved by understanding the 
difficulties or inconvenience experienced by the user. 
This requires deep analysis of what each and every 

component of the application provides to a user. The 
clear analysis of the behavior of application user helps 
in understanding the commonly flawed parts of the 

mobile application and help in deriving a solution to the 
problems in the application and make it more user 

friendly and improve retention of the application users. 

This paper surveys the diferent approaches of 
customer retention, behavioral analysis of users along 

with their advantages and disadvantages and find the 
best method for behavioral analysis of a mobile 
application user. This reviews the ways to retain the 
users and reduce the rate of uninstallation of the mobile 
application. 

more portable for their customers. The booming 
of various mobile applications indicates that 
service for users is just one click away. Almost 

every individual owns at least one smart phone so 

every organization has a significant portion of 
their customers through mobile application. 
Various studies show that maximum profit for an 
organization is obtained 

customers rather than new customers therefore 
from its existing 

user retention of mobile application is very 

important for every organization. 
This paper presents a survey 

approaches, methods and algorithms used 
for analysis of mobile application users with 
respect to different datasets. The progressive path 
laid by the paper begins with understanding the 
customer data, Analyzing their behavior 
Segmenting the users , Featuring Markov Models 
, with the various approaches along with their 
drawbacks and advantages which all provide more 
insight to understand the behavior of the users in 
order to retain the users by improving the features 

of various 

Keywords-Behavioral analysis, Markov chain and MLL 
model, customer segmentation, clustering algorith ms 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today the amount of data available is very huge 
and the amount keeps multiplying enormously per of the application which lead to the uninstall of 

unit time, there is a lot of conclusions and the application. 
Globally, the mobile app uninstall rate after 30 
days is 28%. 21% of users now abandon an app 
after one use. Decision makers and business 

strategies that can be derived from the data 
available with proper transformation and 
extraction of information from the data. Now a 

analysts emphasize that attaining new customers 
is costlier than retaining the existing ones. So 
there is a compulsion to retain every single 

days almost every organization depends on the 
analysis of the data of their customers, products, 
market and business processes. This clearly shows 
that every organization has some component of it customer. Companies take up this challenge more 
that is data-driven. Therefore, a quantitative and 

qualitative procedure application on data provides 
a clear categorization. patterns, relation and 

connectivity of data and derive much more 
accurate and deep understanding of data which 

would in turn help in coming up with strategies 
and plans that would aid in the business growth of 
the organization. 
Almost all organizations irrespective of their type 
of service and business have developed their own 
mobile applications, in order to make their service 

seriously as every single Mobile App customer is 
1000 times more valuable than website visitors as 
they have installed their Mobile Application. 

II. RELATED WORKs 

A. K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

The churn prediction for mobile application user in states 
that the K-means clustering algorithm gave the highest 
performance with respect to validity criteria. Two main 

XXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/SXX.00 ©20XX IEEE 
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fake exchanges however this delivers an exactness up to 

97% as it were. The point of this paper is to improve the 

precision of finding the fake exchanges. 

Abstract: In the present time, online installment 

framework and net banking are broadly acknowledged 

everywhere throughout the world as they make the 

exchanges a lot simpler and quicker. Visa exchanges 

are quickly expanding throughout the years that lead 

to a higher pace of online fraud and resulting 
misfortunes by banks just as purchasers. Lawbreakers 

can utilize a few innovations, for example, Trojan or 

Phishing to take the data of others' credit cards. 

Existing systems recognize even the legitimate 

transactions as fake ones. Hence a successful strategy 

to recognize fake exehanges is significant. Right now 
we give the answer for this issue by Machine Learning 
and with the assistance of calculations, for example, 
SMOTE and Random Forest. To test this model a few 

I. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the current framework [6], a relative investigation of 
local outlier factor and isolation forest techniques are 

given to recognize the false exchanges. This model 
attempts to get high extortion exchange inclusion at 

exceptionally low false alert rate and taking care of huge 
volumes of exchanges, henceforth giving a technique to 
identify credit card cheats and giving outcomes in less 
time. Utilizing this model clients exchange design is broke 
down and any deviation from ordinary example is 
considered as fake exchange. It makes detection handling 
very easy and tries to eliminate the complexity. The data 
set for this paper depends on genuine value-based 

information by a huge European organization and 
individual subtleties in information are kept classified. 
Exactness of this model utilizing nearby anomaly factor is 
97% and utilizing isolation forest is 76%. The accuracy of 

the outcomes got from these strategies are less when 
compared with the proposed framework. 

assessment parameters, for example, AUPRC, 
AUROC, precision score, recall score and Fl score are 

determined. The aceuracy score of this model is 99%. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the present time, online installment framework and net 

banking are broadly acknowledged everywhere throughout 
the world as they make the exchanges a lot simpler and 

quicker. Credit card exchanges are quickly expanding 
throughout the years that lead to a higher pace of online 
data fraud and ensuing misfortunes by banks just as 
shoppers. Hoodlums can utilize a few innovations, for 
example, Trojan or Phishing to take the data of others' 

charge cards. Run of the mill association loses about 5% 
of its income because of misrepresentation exchanges. 
There are different models which are utilized for 
distinguishing the misrepresentation exchanges dependent 
on the conduct of the exchanges and these strategies can 
be delegated two general classes, for example, managed 
learning and unaided learning calculation. The current 

framework utilizes neighborhood anomaly factor and 
disengagement timberland strategies to distinguish the 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

The paper [I] utilizes a developmental Simulated 
Annealing calculation to prepare the Neural Networks for 
Credit Card extortion identification in real-time scenario. 
Artificial Neural system is utilized in this paper to 
distinguish the sort of exchanges and the upsides of doing 
so are likely gainful for the associations and for singular 
clients regarding cost and time productivity. Hyperbolic 
tangent activation curve is utilized to discover the 
similarities. The drawback of this is a few lawful clients 
are misclassified as fake clients. 
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Abstract- Data is by far one of the most important 
assets in the world. However,it should be secured 
in an effective manner. Data protection is essential 

for companies as well as consumers. Block chain 
plays a vital role by providing the security. It is 
not only secured, reliable but also transparent 
which makes it even more essential to companies. 
Therefore we propose a decentralized data management 

system that ensures users to own and control their data. 
It ensures that the data is encrypted, which means that 

modification in data is a difficult task. 

algorithms used for encryptions are AES(Advanced 
Encryption Standard),SHA and Block chain hash 
function.Finally On receiving requesttrom an 

authenticated user to access a file an email is sent to 
acknowledge the request. On accepting the request 
the decryption keys are generated for three levels and 

the plain text is recovered. 

II. PRIVACY PROBLEM 

Keywords-Encryption; 
securitysprivacy; Authentication. 

Throughout this work we tackle with the privacy 
issues users face when using third-party services Data 
privacy is provided to data by handling it based on 

Decentralize; Data 

its relative importance. The amount of data in our 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Data security is the process of securing the data and 
shielding it from unauthorized and corrupted access. 
Not all data might be sensitive, some data might be 
private and precious. When access to such data is 
enabled to an unauthorized user it might create 
problems as it can be used by people who are not 
granted access to it. Data security is the measure 
which is taken to prevent the loss of data through 
these unauthorized accesses. There are numerous 

world is rapidly increasing. According to a recent 
report [14], it is estimated that 20% of the world's 

data has been collected in the past couple of years. 
Facebook, the leading online 
collected 300 petabytes of personal data since its 
inception [1] a hundred times the amount 
of Congress has collected in over 200 years [9]. 
While we all harvest the benefits of a data-driven 

sOCial-network, 

e Library 

ways to protect data, and some of them include strong 
user authentication, encryption, data erasure, backup 
etc. Anyone who is running a business would 
understand how data can be considered as an benefit. 

society, thereis a growing public concerm about user 

privacy. Centralized organizations- both public and 
private, amass large amount of individual and 
sensitive information. Individuals have little or no 
control over the data that is stored about them and 
how itis used. 

Marketing and financial plans of he company cannot 
be shared with anybody as competitors may use it, 
and this might bring loss to your business. Client 
information are quite sensitive, and it is necessary to 
ensure that they are kept confidential. 

Data Ownership- Our proposed system concentrates 
on ensuring that users own and control their personal 
data. As such, the system recognizes the users as the 

owners of the data and the servicesas guests with 

delegated permissions. 

We propose an approach, such that the transactions 
that take place are transparent. The individuals who 

are provided access can view the transaction. The 

Uploaded file is encrypted and stored in blocks. The 
Encrypted keys are stored in separate blocks.The 
cipher text is stored in separate block.The 

Data Transparency and Audit ability is achievable 
since each user hascomplete transpareney over what 
data is being collected about her and how they are 
accessed. 
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Abstract- To improve page utilization and user interaction 

experience webpage capacity becomes bigger and bigger and use 
a lot of java script code and its framework technology in 

webpages which makes webpages more expressive and richer. 
It also affects the resolution efficiency of the webpage in the 

browser and directly delays the loading time of the webpage. 
To improve the user experience web optimization becomes 

extremely necessary. Website optimization is divided into front-

end optimization and backend optimization front-end 

optimization requires less time resources and modijfying a small 
number of programs can quickly improve the speed of your site. 

Although the total effect of the optimization depends on the 

specific web page the appliance of these rules does not only 

reduce the page loading speed but it also affect the otal 

bandwidth and load of the webserver. 

diminish and use of compression. New technologies are also 

emerging that automatically optimize Web pages. Front-end 

optimization uses several processes to streamline Web page 
HTML code and resources, making it easier for a Web 

browser to load. 

In the further paper we will have section II as motivation of 

the project .A brief understanding of survey in section III. 

Drawbacks in previous model and our Proposed system has 

been discussed in Section IV. Solution of the project is 

discussed in section V. System Architecture is shown in 

section VI. The Status Outcome will be viewed in Section 

VII. Towards the end, the conclusion is discussed in Section 

VII. 

Keywordsfront-end, optimization, response time, web 

performance ,page loading. II. MoTIVATION 

I. INTRODUCTION User on slow connection with the website may get 
frustrated, Waiting longer may be expected to redirect them 
from one to other. User optimization refers to creating a 

memorable user experience, so that they'll read your 
content and take the right actions. Optimizing your 

A crucial part of web automation technologies is the ability 

to execute automatic web navigation sequences. An 

automatic web navigation sequence consists in a sequence 

of steps representing the actions to be performed by a 

human user over a web browser to reach a target web page. 
Front-end optimization (FEO) is the process of optimizing 

the delivery of website resources from the elient side. In IT, 

there are two different areas where technology works: the 
client side, or front end, and the server side, or back end. 

content for users will increase conversion rates and 

boost your search rankings, both of which are crucial 

for business success. Website optimization involves 

improving the aspects of your website that contribute to 

traffic and conversions. Website optimization can also be 

connected to improving the speed and reliability of a 

website's performance. This is implicitly relevant to the 

goal of website optimization as the completion of a desired 

action on a website. Poor website performance, such as 

FEO reduces the number of page resources needed to 

download a given page, allowing the browser to process the 
page more quickly. Best practices in FEO include methods 
such as resource consolidation, versioning, domain sharing, 
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Abstract In recent times, online transactions are 

challenging due to skilled forgeries. This challenge can be 
aggravated when there comes small labeled training datasets 
available w ith large intra-personal variations. In this we use 
Active learning which is a powerful form of supervised 
machine learning characterized by interaction betw een the 
learning algorithm and data source during the learning 
process. Ilt helps to obtain nevw outputs at different data points. 

We also propose SVM based active learning to separate 
genuine signatures from forgeries. WVe are implementing 

Multimodal based user verification system as a modification. 

Neural netw orks and back propagation algorithm is used. The 

signature is entered using mouse. Only after successful 
authentication of signature verification, user will be login into 

Verification. A scientific study of algorithms and statistical 
models that computer systems use to perform a specifie 
task is approached. K nearest neighbour algorithm makes a 

compilation to find the nearest points in the signature for 

verifying that the user is authorized. The method of using 
mouse for signature is proposed. Mouse is used as the 
device as it is cost efficient. The signature of the user is only 
known to the particular user. A training phase is set up 

through Machine Learning algorithms. The usage of dataset 
is considered through Active and Transfer leaming. The 
scope is to implement a complete security for the online 
transaction using mouse signature. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The 
related works are reviewed in section 2. Section 3 comprises 
the motivation to work on this sector. In section 4, we 

proposed methodology 
substantiation. The experimental results are provided in 
section 5. In section 6, the future scope beyond are works is 
discussed. We finally discuss and conclude the results and 
suggest future research directions in the last section. 

their account. 

Keywords-signuture verification, active leurning, trunsfer 
learning, signanure training, back propagation algorithm. present our for signature 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Signature is the most common biomeiric 

characteristies used for verification these days. Offline 
Signature Verification (OSV) system targets to separate the 

image of genuine signature from the skilled forgeries. OSV 
is one of the challenging tasks in pattern. Moreover, it is not 

convenient to gather a large number of signatures from each 
person; therefore. small training size and also small labeled 
data make OSV an even more challenging task [1) 
However the signatures of an individual can be very 

different from each other. A large number of security issues 
occur in recent times for transacting money through 
signatures. Many number or forgeries happen in signing a 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are various schemes used for offline signature 
verification. One of the methods used is learning the 
representations from signature images, in a Writer-

Independent 
Networks[l1]. This method follows a novel formulation of 
the problem including knowledge of skilled forgeries from 
a subset of users in the feature learning process. This aims 
te capture visual cues which distinguish genuine signatures 
and forgeries regardless of the user. This way of leaming 
fearures in a writer independent way can be effective for 
signature verification, improving performance on the task 
compared to the methods that rely on hand-engineered 
features. But the observations of this model showed that 

format, using Convolutional Neural 

document. Also. several measures have been taken to 

resolve such problems. But not all have reached success. A 

verification to find the authorized person is approached in 

this paper. 
The objective is to authenticate the bank 

transaction through the mouse signature. Multimodal based 

user veritication system is proposed. Neural network & 

Back Propayation lgorithm can be uscd for signature 

the model learned with forgeries in GPDS dataset did not 
Pertorm better in all cases such that the characteristics ot 
orgeries in the datascis may be different. 
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A study on deep ocean image processing foor 
object detection using pattern recognition 

S. Thiviyaa, Harini Venkataramani, "A. Monisha, *B. Monica Jenefer, 'S. Ramasundaram 

Abstract- Deep ocean imaging and image processing techniques play a vilal role in ocean engineering 
and scientific research. However, the underwater images usually suffer from low contrast, blurring, color fading, 
noise, and other distortions, due to these factors the identification of objects in the underwater image becomes 
difficult. In this work, we propose a multi-tiered underwater image processing system by incorporating various 
image enhancements, restoration and edge detection algorithms. The implementation of these mechanisms 
enhances the image quality by removing distortions and further this enhanced image is used to obtain patterns 
with which presence of various underwater species and objects can be analyzed. 

Keywords-Underwater Image Processing, Image Enhancement, Image Restoration, Pattern Recognition, 
Edge Based Matching 

I INTRODUCTION 

Submerged image processing is of paramount importance due to the growing demand for naval resources in 

various applications such as sea bed topography research, monitoring sea life, assessing geological and biological 
environment. It is a challenging task due to various perturbations present in the water. The light is exponentially 
attenuated due to scattering and absorption, thus the resultant images poorly contrasted and hazy. The scattering 
of light is subdivided between forward dispersion and backward dispersion. When the pictures stretch out, the 
clarity is low and the intensity is diminished by backward dispersion. We need to research thee distribution of 

light in water in order to get underwater pictures of decent accuracy. As light passes through vapor, based on the 

wavelength of colour, the rate of light loses exponentially. Because the elements are last removed, much of the 

photos captured under the surface appear blue-green. These limitations influence the overall performance of 

underwater imaging systems. 

We propose an approach, integrating various image enhancement, image restoration and edge detection 

algorithms to overcome the limitations prevalent in underwater images and further identify underwater objects. 
Image enhancement is initially carried out by increasing the intensity levels of the image or parts of the image so 

that the resultant image is of good quality compared to the captured images. The Contrast Limited Adaptive 
Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) is the enhancement algorithm used here. It prevents the over amplification of 
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Abstract 

Depression and stress management have become inevitable buzz words in our hassle bound lives. According to World Health 
Onganization. around 300 million people have been suffering from depression alone. Though counselling and psychiatric 
support groups are available, not everyone can afford to reap their benefits. As technology is reaching new heights every day. 
armed with Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learming. everything seems solvable and providing emotional assistance is no 

exception. Chatbots are becoming popular and gaining traction in almost every ficld due to its eficient and intelligent user 

interaction. This conversational service is powered with Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and the VOICE recognition 
works on the principle of Multi Nominal Naive Bayes Algorithm that captures the user's voice using mike and converts into 
text.The chatbots response is refined by using training sets so as to make the user fecl as if he is talking to a real person and not 
to a machine. This automation is accentuated with features such as sad or depressed or just fecling low. The subtle aim of the 

chatbot is to provide an adaptive and friendly platfom for people sccking personal emotional assistance with less complexity 
and customizable features that continuously sharpens its emotional characters. 2020 VDGO0D Professional Association. 
All rights reserved 

Keywords: Dimab Match Scquence, Logic Adapters, Ratcliff And Obershelp Algorithm; Seq2seq Model In Tensortlow, Tensorflow 

and bridge the gap between human and machine 

interaction. Our lifestyle seems to have evolved with 
automation but new buzz words like depression, stress 
and emotional breakdown have become inevitable. 

Though psychology helplines and other facilities are 
available to assist people, not many can avail those 

1. Introduction 

As technology is reaching new heights, a lot of 
research has been initiated to detect human emotion 
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predict whether the coming object is train or not. This 

produces of wastage of energy. Also they have designed 

systems that does not help or save any object like an 

animal, a vehicle that is stuck on the track. 

Abstract -In our country accidents at rail road crossings 

are increasing day by day and the train accidents cause 

severe damage to litfe and property. These accidents take 

place mainly due to human negligence, equipment failure, 
derailments etc. To solve these problems and to save lives 

unnecessarily lost we have come up with a solution of 

automatic railway collision avoidance system using 
pattern recognition and object detection algorithms. 
Pattern recognition algorithm developed is used for 

recognizing different patterns of the train and object 
detection algorithm is used for giving an alert to the 

driver about any object that is stuck on the track. Many 
scholars have already identified various solutions 
regarding this problem. Buttheywere deficient in deriving 
mechanisms that predict whether the arriving object is 
train or not. This in turn produces wastage of energy. Also 

they were unsuccessful in achieving accuracy for object 
detection algorithms. Our proposed solution overcomes 

these drawbacks using pattern recognition, object 
detection and live video streaming using 10T modules to 

produce best results to the problem of accidents faced. 

Our proposed system overcomes all these drawbacks and 

also provides an efficient solution to all railroad 

accidents. Our system also uses similar components like 
sensors, arduino board, motor receiver etc. Additionally 

we have fixed a camera near the gate for image 
processing techniques. We have developed a pattern 
recognition algorithm to recognize patterns of different 

trains with different speeds. Only if arduino recognizes 
the pattern of the train in the arrival object then gates 
close at the level crossing. Also we have designed an 
object detection algorithm to inform trains passing 
through that route about the obstacle that is stuck on the 
track. A live video of object that is stuck is streamed on 
driver's mobile using port and socket programming of 
1OT. Then the driver takes decision considering the lives of 
passengers present inside the train. 

The overview of our paper is as follows: Section II deals 

with literature reviews. This part shows solutions 

proposed by many authors to our problem. Section II 

presents the methodologies used by us to bring an 
efficient solution. This section also gives a detailed 
description of algorithms used, block diagram, UML 

diagram and many more. Section IV deals with results and 

discussion of our system. 
comparison, performance and evaluation measures. 
Section V concludes our paper. Section VI acknowledges 
our project and tells about who and all encouraged us to 

do this project. The last section presents you with the list 

Keywords - Pattern recognition, 10T, Object detection, 

railroad crossings, sensors, IR camera, Central server. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Accidents at level crossings is the most critical problem 
faced by many countries. If these crossings are automated 
then the rate of accidents occurring in these areas can be 
reduced. But designing this system involves many 
challenges. Many researches have proposed a solution for 
our problem but that solution includes various 
drawbacks. They have not devised any mechanisms that 

This section involves 

2020, IRJET Impact Factor value: 7.529 I IS0 9001:2008 Certified Journal Page 31 
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Abstract: Compression is widcly used to shrink the amount of data 

being transmitted. Various compression algorithms are present 
for different types of media including text, images, vidcos, 
documents etc. However, different algorithms work with different 

compression rates that differ according to the data available. This 
results in inconsistencies in the results of the compression. This 

paper aims to fix this inconsistency by finding the optimum 

compression rate for all data types using multinomial Naïve Bayes 
algorithm and natural language processing. The system is trained 
on different data sets and this is used to predict the algorithm that 

gives the best compression rate. This will enable the system to 

choose the algorithm with the best compression rate regardless of 
the input data. The test data is given in the form of a CSV file and 

the compression ratio improves with the amount of data sets the 

system uses for training. CSV files are widely used due to its simple 

structure and ease of creation. The use of optimum compression 
will result in lesser amount of data being sent and received over 

video compressor/decompressor may need somc expensive 
hardware to perform decompression so as to avoid any glitches 

or lags. Many factors play a role in this trade off inchuding 
computational resources spent, decgree of distortion introduced 
and the compression ratio (highcr the ratio, more the resources 

needed to decompress).[4][5] 

Data compression and machine learning have always becen 

closely related. Arithmetic coding involves the use of machine 
learning to predict the following sequence of characters using 
previous sequences and machine learning makes use of optimal 
compression by choosing the best compression technique given 
its previous results.[6][7) 

II. OVERVIEW 

the internet thereby reducing costs. This works for all formats of 
files and the data is trained accordingly. The simulation results 

The study/ use of algorithms and statistical models to make a 

system perform certain tasks without explicitly programming 
hem to do is called machine They are a subset of Al and 

involve using certain mathematical models and previous 
data(also known as training sets) to predict and make decisions 
without explicit programming.[8] ML algorithms are used in 
situations where it is computationally infeasible to write 
explicit programs for fiunctionality. It is also used in situations 

show precision values of around 90% for a few random input files. 

Keywords 
processing. 

compression; Naive bayes; CSV; Natural Language 

INTRODUCTION 

where human behaviour must be mimicked. Data compression is the process of encoding/storing the data in 
a smaller number of bits when compared to its original 
value.[1] There are two types of compression: lossy and 
lossless. Lossless compression involves reducing the number of 
bits by eliminating statistical redundancy. As the name 
suggests, there is no loss in data in this method. On the other 

Mathematical Optimization is the process of choosing the best 
out of a given set of possibilities/alternatives.[9] Optimization 
is present in all domains where the results are based on 

quantitative factors including but not limited to computer 
science and engineering and the process of finding such an 
optimal solution has 
mathematicians.[10] Basically. an optimization problem 
involves finding the minimum or maximum value from a given 
set of values according to the situation demand. It includes 
finding the best result or the best value from the available 
values. Machine leaming is used in optimization frequently as 

optimization generally involve either maximizing or 

minimizing resource availability and resource use respectively. 
The difference between the two is that while optimization deals 
with mininmizing or maximizing values for a given set of input 
or data, machine learning focuses on minimizing or maximizing 
future input given current input and their optimization. 

hand, a lossy compressor removes bits that is not absolutely 
essential to the main data thereby leading to some loss in 
information. Any device that compresses data is called an 
encoder and a device that performs the opposite is called a 

decoder.[2] 

always been the goal of 

Generally, data compression refers to reducing the size of a file 
for some purpose. It is the process that occurs at the source 
before transmission or storage. Hence it is also referred to as 
source coding.[3] It takes more time to compress and transmit 
or store data when compared to directly transmitting or storing 
it. In essence, data compression is basically a trade-off betwecn 
space and time. Resources consumed for storage gets reduced 
but the computational cost increases. For example, a real time 
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ABSTRACT-Smart phones with unlimited applications 
are considered essential for contemporary day lifestyle, 
hence the amount of smart phone users has sky rocketed 
during this decade. The high percentage of youngsters 
and teenagers carrying cell phones has caused 

controversy on how justified having a minor carrying a 

communication device is. There is little question about 
the very fact that oldsters need to be ready to contact 
their children, however, a toddler with a phone and poor 
judgment will most ikely be vulnerable to the outer 
world with all its' threats and abuses. And also they are 
privy to a lot of information from web that might or might 
not be age appropriate. It is becoming very difficult to 
track, monitor and limit the children's mobile usages and 
the content they view. Controlling, monitoring, and 
managing approaches are in got to help in overcoming a 

50 billion apps are downloaded from Google play in 
monthly .This indicates the widespread acceptance and 
usage of mobile device like android devices among users. 

There are more and more mobile applications developed 

on Android OS. This is often actually because android is 
that the most environment that mixes the next features: a 
really open, free development platform supported Linux 
and open-source. In this paper, the proposed App named 
Kids Tracker android application is additionally 
supported location-based service. The basic needs for this 
app are: First, Child's and Parene's mobile should be on 
and thus the App should be installed and Second, GPS 
should be enabled. 

Nowadays, all smart phones are provided GPS 
technology which provides the spatial coordinates of the 
user location with the help of worldwide Positioning 
System (GPS); satellites data with support from cellular 
network and it works both indoor and outdoor, responds 
faster, and uses less battery power. 

number of these worries. 

The proposed alternatives included phones with 
an android application that allows parents to monitor 
their children smart phone activities. The proposed 
system "kids' tracker" includes an Android application on ARCHITECTURE OF MOBILE LBS 
the parents' smart phone. Kids' tracker has shown a really 
decent performance with many unique features 
compared to other existing solutions. 

Location 
Position 

Provider 
Keywords GPS Tracking, Telephony Services, 
Android Operating System, Smart Phones. 

Sucscnber 
Database 

Applicaton Server 

INTRODUCTION Client LBS Service 

Authentication The term Location-Based Service (LBS) may be a 
concept the term Location-Based Service (LBS) could also 
be an idea that denotes applications integrating 
geographic location (i.e., spatial coordinates) with the 
general notion of services. Samples of such applications 
include emergency services, car navigation system, 
tourist tour planning, or "maps" information delivery. 

This application is typically to be used by parents to trace 
down the child's location. Currently, there are about 1.5 
million android devices are activated in a day and quite 

Applcation 

Content Content Content 
Provider Provider Provioer 

Figure 1 
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Abstract Among worldwide, agriculture has the major 
responsibility for improving the economic contribution of the 
nation. However, still the most agricultural fields are under 
developed due to the lack of deployment of ecosystem control 
technologies. Due to these problems, the crop production is not 

improved which affects the agriculture economy. Hence a 
development of agricultural productivity is enhanced based on 

the plant yield prediction. To prevent this problem, 
Agricultural sectors have to predict the crop from given 
dataset using machine learning techniques. The analysis of 

dataset by supervised machine learning technique(SMLT) to 
capture several information's like variable identification, uni 
variate analysis, bi-variate and multi-variate analysis, missing 
value treatments etc. A comparative study between machine 
learning algorithms had been carried out in order to determine 
which algorithm is the most accurate in predicting the best 
crop. The results show that the effectiveness of the proposed 

machine learning algorithm technique can be compared with 
best accuracy with precision, recall, Fl Score, Sensitivity, 

Specificity. 

farming is the beginning of a new era in Bangladesh that 

will be suitable for the farmers who seek experts to take 

suggestion about the appropriate crop on specific location of 

their land and don't want to forget any step of the 

cultivation 

throughout the process. Although, the opinion from the 

experts is the most convenient way, this application is 

designed to give accurate solution in fastest manner 

possible. This research's main objective is to bring farming 
process a step closer to the digital platform. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Field crop yield precision is crucial to grain storage, 
agricultural field management, and national agricultural 
decision-making. Currently, crop models are widely used for 
crop yield prediction. However, they are hampered by the 
uncertainity or similarity of input parameters when 
extrapolated to field scale. Data assimilation methods that 
combine crop models and remote sensing are the most 
effective methods for field yield estimation. In this study, 
the World Food Studies(WOFOST) model is used to 
simulate the growing process of spring maize. Common 
assimilation methods face some difficulties due to the 

Keywords Datasets, Machine learning-Classification 

method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In developing countries, farming is considered as the major 

source of revenue for many people. In moden years, the 

agricultural growth is engaged by several innovations, 

environments, techniques and civilizations. In addition, the 
utilization of information technology may change the 

condition of decision making techniques related to the 

agriculture are used. Data mining is a process of extracting 

the most significant and useful information from the huge 

amount of datasets. Nowadays, we used machine learming 
approach with developed in crop or plant yield prediction 
since agriculture has different data like soil data, crop data, 
and weather data. Plant growth prediction is proposed for 
monitoring the plant yield effectively through the machine 

learning techniques. 

scarce, constant, or similar nature of the input parameters. 
For example, yield spatial heterogeneity simulation, 
coexistence of common assimilation methods and the 
nutrient module, and time cost are relatively important 
limiting factors. To address the yield simulation problems at 
field scale, a simple yet effective method with fast 
algorithms is presented for assimilating the time-series HJ-1 
A/B data into the WOFOST model in order to improve the 
spring maize yield simulation. First, the WOSOFT model is 
calibrated and validated to obtain the precise mean yield. 
Second, the time-series leaf area index(LAI) is calculated 
from the HJ data using an empirical regression model. Third, 
some fast algorithms are developed to complete 

assimilation. Finally, several experiments are conducted in a 
large farmland to evaluate the yield simulation results. The scope of this paper is to investigate a dataset of 

agricultural department records using classification machine 
learning algorithms and to predict the crop yield and crop 
cost. It is also applicable for the automated process of 

Machine leaning, which is an efficient empirical method for 
classification and prediction, is another approach to crop 
yield estimation. It described the com yield estimation in 
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contributed limited fortification to the basic means of 
Abstract-First and foremost, iotare Smart, connected 
appliances. An intelligent house is programmed to save 
energy and make your life a more convenient one: Alarm 
clocks will be synced with traffic apps, heating systems 
will be synced with external temperature sensors, which 
will be synced with cost evaluations; lighting will react as 

security, like encrypting data in transit and at rest. Many loT 
devices lack the ability to be patched, which means they are 

permanently at risk. Hackers are now actively targeting loT 
devices such as routers and webcams because of their 
inherent lack of security makes them easy to snitch. In this 
perspective, an increasing number of household devices (e.g. 
door-locks smoke-alarms, cameras, and light-bulbs) equipped 
with networking capabilities are allowing people to collect 
selected real-time data about their homes and act accordingly. 
Although these devices are getting widely used, security-

related concerns are still being faced. These shortcomings are 

particularly resulting from the vulnerability of loT devices to a 
large number of attacks. It was indeed, reported in the 

security plays a vital role in abolishing data breach,its very literature that loT devices were(for example, used as bots to 
launch DDoS attacks or spams). Countermeasures to attacks 
are especially difficult because of the commonly limited 

enhancement which accounts 3-tier authentication of software and hardware capabilities of devices as well as their 
information that includes biometrics, number lock, hand proprietary technologies. The Government is worried about 

the risks in the security, they expect the devices to have 
unique passwords, that companies will provide a public point 
of contact so anyone can report a vulnerability (and that these 
will be acted on), and that manufacturers will explicitly state 
how long devices will get security updates. It's a modest list, 

we enter a room, as might our coffee makers. There are 

plenty such homes that already exist. There are various 
fields were iot has placed its strong firm in the phase of 
time. This paper deals with the technological 
advancements in the phase of (iot) internet of things in the 
field of security. The demand for iot has become more 
and more reliable in the development of security. As 

much mandatory to safe guard once's information 
.Therefore this project helps in the multilevel security 

held devices. 

Index TermsInternet of Things, Lock system, Raspberry pi, 
Arduinouno, servo motors, Authentication, Security. 

I. INTRODUCTION but a start. 
An loT-based security riposte is, therefore, needed to 

prevent malicious nodes from instigating attacks and 
compromising the activities of the loT devices. However, a 
single security level is not secure enough and are suspected to 
number of attack such as dictionary attack, brute force attack, 
shoulder surfing atack, etc. An approach was made through 
this paper towards providing a more reliable and complete 
solution for implementing multi-level authentication in a lock 

system. 
In this paper, we proposed a new secure, private, and 

lightweight multi-level security system for intruder intimation. 
This method integrates the system into three level 

authentication system involves a number lock, hand-held 
device authentication and a bio-metric authentication and tests 
users against different authentication methods for each level. 
Moreover, our contribution includes the use of mobile phone 
to shorten the 

The evolution of internet in 1969 enabled people to 
communicate through messages by exchanging content and 
providing information. Consequent breakthrough of Internet 
had set forth the advancements in the field of Internet of 
Things"(loT). The Intenet of Things refers to the billions of 
physical devices around the world that are connected to the 
internet for fetching and distributing information. They can 
accumulate data, disclose and make decisions with or without 
human interactions. The Internet of Things is making the 
fabric of the world around us smarter and more responsive, 
merging the digital and physical universes. loT has excessive 
possibility to control our environment and consequently affect 
our lives. 

Security is one the substantial issues with loT. These 
sensors are collecting extremely sensitive data -- what you say 

and do in your own home, for example. Holding information 
securely is vital to trust of the customer, but so far the loT's 
security track record is extremely poor. Many loT devices 

authentication process while offering the 
possibility to identify malevolent nodes. 
In the remainder of this paper, the second module explains 
about the related works and the succeeding section deals with 
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AbstractMaintaining quality standards is important in the 
mamufacturing sector. Zero defect is a key factor in achieving 
mamyfacturing excellence. Deskilling is a major step in any 
mamufacturing process to achieve zero defect. Traditionally 
qualin" gates are created Jor this and these gates are controlled 
by skilled inspectors. Fatigue becomes a point of concern which 
leads to gate failure. The system introduced here aims to deskil 
the activin and remove inspector dependency thereby trying to 

achieve zero defect. The aim of the project is to compare images 
of a mamufactured component with a stamdardized Computer-

Aided Design (CAD drawing) in Data Exchange Format (.drffile) 
and identihy any deviation in the dimensions of features of the 

component presented in the image from that of the CAD drawing. 

technique: the teaching learning-based optimization 
algorithm. The algorithm encodes three points as candidate 
Circles on an edge image. An objective function is used to 
find the presence of those candidate circles. The mid-point 
circle algorithm is used to determine the required points of 
a circle in a digital image. Computation of pixel positions 
is done only within the first octant by the exploitation of 
the symmnetric nature of the circle. Hence a significant 
reduction of computational burden is seen. Accurate 
detection in the presence of noise is attributed to the TLBOo 
algorithm. To enhance the search space of the TLBO 
algorithm, the image is preprocessed. 

In [2] E. Cuevas et al proposed a circle detection 
algorithm based on Leaning Automata (LA) which 
explores an unknown 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In manufacturing industries, machining defects are 

anomalies in dimensions or surface that occur when the raw 
random environment by 

progressively improving the performance via a 
reinforcement signal (objective function). Three non-

collinear points are encoded as a candidate circle over an 
edge image. A matching function called the reinforcement 
signal indicates if such candidate circles are present in the 
edge map. Guided by the values of such reinforcement 
signals, the probability set of the encoded candidate circles 
is modified through the LA algorithm so that they can fit 
onto the actual circles on the edge map. 

material is cut and processed to obtain a particular shape 
and structure. Defects may include several factors like 
dimensions of components, structural defects, painting 
defects etc. Our system focuses on identifying dumensional 
defects of the components. In order to detect the 
dimensional defects in such large components, a study has 
been conducted to find suitable solutions involving digital 

image proOcessing. The proposition here is to capture 
images of each component in sections, stitch the images of 

all the sections into one and extract features from it using 
computer vision feature extraction algorithms. 'Features 
include number and size of drill holes, slots and other 
similar entities. It is required to automate the existing 
process of manual inspection effectively to save time and 
cost. The features are compared with a standardized 
Computer Aided Design blueprint of the parts in Data 
Exchange Format (.dxf). The results of the inspection are 
generated as a report. 

Three advances are described in [3]. First, a new 
heuristic is described for feature detection using machine 
leaning, which improves the efficiency and generality of 
the algorithm. The derived feature detector has the 
capability of fully processing live Phase Altenate Line 
(PAL) video using less than 5 percent of the available 
processing tume. By comparison, most other detectors 

cannot operate at such frame rates. Second, the detector is 

allowed to be optimized for repeatability with little loss of 
efficiency. A feature is said to be "repeated" if it is also 
detected near the same real-world point in several mages. 
This heuristic detector significantly outpertorms existing 
feature detectors. Third, a rigorous comparison of comer 
detectors based on the above repeatability criterion is 
carried out and applied to 3D scenes. The main advantage 
of features from the accelerated segmented test is that they 
provide better repeatability results i.e. the results are the 
same when taken from ditferent angles. The high 
computational efficiency of the algorithm provides it with 
an edge over the others although a lot of trainng samples 
are required. 

The first part of the paper gives a survey of literature 
and the existing system followed by the image processing 
techniques used in the current system. Then a step-by-step 
explanation of the entire process is shown with the help of 
experimental analysis. This procedure indicates to be much 
more effective than the current manual inspection process 
being undertaken. 

I. PREVIOUS WORK 
In [1] Alan López , Francisco J. Cuevas introduced a 

circle-detection nethod based on a meta-heuristic 
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analysis.The use of neural networks has made image 

analysis much more efficient.Therefore integrating deep 
learning techniques with US image analysis has a huge 

potential in overcoming the challenges related to US 

imaging. 

Abstract-Ultrasound imaging is being used in many 
industrial fields today apart from its extensive use in the 
medical field.Compared to CT and MRI it has an advantage of 
shorter acqusiton time and smaller doses of radiation.The fact 
that it uses sound waves makes it a harmless and cheaper 
technique. It is mainly used for analysis of things that cannot 
be accessed or viewed directly. It also gives realtime images. 
Sometimes the characteristics of the images obtained like low 
resolution, noise do not lead to an effective analysis. To make 

an effective analysis and better feature detection deep learning 
is being incorporated.Use of neural networks has also helped in 
giving faster results.In this paper we present a survey on the 
deep learning techniques that have been developed for 
different ultrasound analysis applications over the years 

Ultrasonic Generator 

Keywords-Deep learning ,Ultrasound, image analysis, neural 

nework, 
Fig1:Ultrasound generator 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ultrasound is sound waves with frequencies over the 
upper audible limit of human hearing. In ultrasound imaging 
a transducer is placed on the surface of whatever is being 
tested. The images are produced based on the reflection of 
the waves off from the structures present in the object that is 
being tested. The strength of the sound signal and the time 
taken to travel through the object provide the information 
necessary to produce an image. The number of probes used 
depends on the application in 
used.Conventional ultrasound gives 2D images .The latest 
advancements in ultrasound technology include three 
dimensional (3-D) ultrasound that formats the sound waves 
into 3-D image data.Medical ultrasound is being widely 
used spanning from fetus detection, obstetrics to cardiologY 
and oncology.It also has many industrial applications like 

undersea applications and the newly emerging ones are 
ultrasonic sensors in autonomous vehicles and ultrasound 

Convex Linear Phased array Micro comez 

Type linear Biplanar Endocavitany Linear 

which its being 
Intrarectal Linear 

Fig 2:Transducers 

In this paper we discuss how deep learning solutions are 
improving the ultrasound image analysis pipeline. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:Section II 
presents the basics of deep learning and the areas where they 
are applied.Section Ill discusses the various deep learning 
architectures that are used in US image analysis.Section IV 
presents the challenges in US image analysis. Section V 
presents the different applications of Ulrasound where deep 
learning and their methodologies.Section VI deals with the 
concluding remarks of the paper. 

based surgery etc.It is highly cost effective offering the user 
a high level of interaction. 

US technology is fast evolving with increasing 
advantages.The ultrasound probes 
becoming compact but certain challenges like low imaging 
quality and variability are still present.From the image 
analysis perspective there is a need to develop automatic 
image analysis technique to make assessment more accurate 
and objective.This is where deep learning comes into 

play.Deep learning is emerging as a reliable machine 
learning tool in many fields today mainly in image 

are increasingly 

II. ANOVERVIEW ON DEEP LEARNING 

Deep learning is a branch of machine learning.It is an 
approach where learning takes place from examples.Its 
ability to extract high level abstract features from the input 
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Abstract : The Gulf of Khambhat is an inverted funnel-shaped indentation on the Arabian Sea of India. The

maximum water depth of Gulf of Khambhat region is 35 m. Tidal range is high with semi diurnal type. The

current is very strong with magnitude of 2.5m/s which occurs during mid-tide. Gulf of Khambhat(210 03’41.49’’N,

720 25’18.26’’E) receives enormous sediment from the discharge of three major rivers: Narmada, Tapti and

Sabarmati.

The shoal movement as well as shoal enhancement has been observed in this region. At certain locations the depth

of water is reduced from 20m to 2m in ten years. The dredging at an area of about 300m by 300m from -2m to

-20m and disposal in deep contour is proposed and the siltation rate in the dredge area and disposal area is studied.

MIKE 21 HD flow module is used for tidal propagation and for the siltation analysis MIKE 21/3 integrated

module is used. Desk studies are done analyzing satellite imageries.

The results of analyses indicate the sediment flow at dredge location is dominated by tidal current and the river

flow is having no significance at the site which is located 24km from confluence point. It can be observed that the

bed level accretion works out to 180cm per year. The disposal location was also identified where the siltation rate

is assessed as 7cm per year. The details of studies are furnished in the paper.
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INTRODUCTION

A Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) of Government of India (GoI) has a well-head oil platform, located in at Gulf
of Khambhat. IT has three oil exploration wells for a depth of 2500 to 4000m in the Gulf of Khambhat, off
North West Gujarat Coast. The proposed project activity is Maintenance dredging of the pathway to one of
its well, which is currently defunct as it lost its contour of 27m in 2009 to a meager 2-3m presently. Unless,
it is dredged to maintain a minimum of -12 m depth, rig movement is not possible to deploy the Rig at the
Platform, Hence, organization is proposing a Maintenance Dredging Project along with off shore disposal of
dredged spoil.

.The location was in 27m contour when it was installed and commissioned during 2009. The draft has gone down
to 16-17m during 2011-12, by severe siltation. The present draft in the area around the Platform and also in
the pathway is 2-3 m contour and so the rig operations were temporarily suspended since 2014.

Need for the Project

It is proposed to make the platform operational for the rig deployment. Hence, there is a need and requirement for
a feasible draft of -12m to facilitate the movement of rig. The proposed project is principally two fold viz.,
Maintenance Dredging to gain back a minimum of -12 m contour for the location and off shore disposal of
dredged spoil in an environmentally compatible way without harming the marine life and physical systems.

The proposed maintenance dredging is to regain and maintain a minimum of -12.00m thought out the year for the
smooth deployment of drilling Rigs to the Platform. The Platform lies to true North and the drilling rig
approaches from the North-West direction of the platform.

From the naval hydrographic chart, it is observed that lots of sediment disposal are from two major rivers Narmada
and Tapti. The well platform is around 12.8 nautical miles from the mouth bar of river Tapti and the
sediment transportation deposition is very high in this region.

An area of about 1,60,000 m2 (375m x 420m) need to be dredged for the smooth deployment of the rig. It is
necessary to know about the siltation after dredging around the platform. Hence the technical studies
related to siltation after dredging has to  be carried out.

SITE LOCATION AND SILTATION CHARACTERISTICS

The well-head platform is located in the Gulf of Khambhat which is like inverted funnel shape. It has a width
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varying from 5kilometers to 15kilometers with an area of about 3120km2. It is dominated by 4 rivers such
as Sabarmathi, Mahi, Narmada and Tapti they brings sediments during South West monsoon. The bed slope
is 19/10000 from North to the platform.

Figure 1 (a) Shows the satellite image of rivers near ongc platform (b) shows the Discharge of rivers (Source
CWC data)

Sediment transportation is a process of sediment movement. Fluid motion leads to the sediment transport in ocean,
rivers, lakes, seas and other water bodies due to currents and tides. Knowledge of sediment movement is
necessary to understand the causes of deposition or erosion at the sea bed, and the rate at which the erosion
or deposition is occurring.

The Gulf of Khambhat is having a geometry of an inverted funnel-shaped indentation on the Arabian Sea of India,
covering the state of Gujarat. The maximum water depth of Gulf of Khambhat region is (-)50.00m. Gulf of
Khambhat receives enormous sediment from the discharge of three major rivers: Narmada, Tapti and
Sabarmati. Considerable amount of shoal movement as well as shoal enhancement has been observed along
the rivers. The sea bed and sediments are mainly fine to coarse grained sand.
METHODOLOGY

The objective is the study of sediment transport pattern due to currents in the gulf region. The numerical model
MIKE 21/3 integrated module is adopted. The methodology flowchart is shown below;
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BATHYMETRY

This involves plotting of sea bed contours. The overall area considered for the siltation analysis is 45x45 km,
relatively less area is considered to get accurate answer. The bathymetry of this overall area is generated
using Delft dashboard taking the data from GEBCO (General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans). Once this
bathymetry is generated the bathymetry of dredging area was superimposed on it and the model was made
ready. Flexible mesh type of model was generated.

Figure 2 : Shows the Generated bathymetry by incorporating field data.

Using flexible mesh, the model complexity can be reduced by giving different resolution of mesh based on the

area of interest. The area away from location can be provided with coarser mesh and the area near to the

well-head platform is designed with finer mesh. This flexible meshing helps to reduce the simulation time.

VALIDATION OF MODEL

● Validation of the surface elevation is done using the global tidal data.

● Validation of current is done using the already existing data obtained from the HD model.

VALIDATION OF TIDAL PARAMETER

The model was created by incorporating the bathymetry. Before performing the trial runs the model calibration is to be
carried out. The tidal data for gulf of Khambhat was generated with the tide generation tool box available with Mike
21. The generation was done based on bathymetry and the spatial position of study area. The tide data was generated
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for a period of one month. The generated data is to be calibrated before using for further analysis. Hence the tide
data for the project area was extracted from the domain of Global tide elevation for the generated period of one
month. The generated data and extracted data were in fairly good agreement (Figure 7.1). The comparison of the two
data sets is furnished in table 2

Table 2 Tidal condition

Tidal condition Simulated data Global tide data
Spring tide (m) 6 6
Neap tide (m) 3 3

Figure 3: Time series of water level variation obtained by simulation and global data

The above graph shows the comparison of global tide elevation and model simulated tidal elevation. This
comparison is made for the validation purpose.

VALIDATION OF CURRENT AT THE LOCATION OF DREDGE LOCATIONPLATFORM BEFORE AND
AFTER DREDGING

The tidal model run was performed with the calibrated data for the location of the well head- Platform .

Initially the first trial was carried out for the present existing condition where the bed level is (-)4.00m.

Then the second trial was performed after simulating the dredging condition with the bed level dredged to

(-)20.00m. The current values extracted for well -head platform.

Table 4 Current speed

Before dredging After dredging
Maximum current speed(m/s) 2.6 1.3
Minimum current speed(m/s) 0.7 0.4
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Figure 4 Time series plot of current speed at NTP location, before and after dredge location

It can be observed that the current value matches with the previous data obtained in HD module. After

calibrating the model with the observed or existing parameters, the model is made ready for further trials.

RATE OF BED LEVEL CHANGE AT DREDGE LOCATION

The well- head platform is located approximately 24 kilometers from the Tapti river outflow. During the
monsoon period the river discharges ample amount of sediment into Gulf of Khambhat through runoff which
increases the suspended load and the bed loads of the region. But this sediment content does not contribute to
the sediment deposit near well-head platform since the source

The average rate of bed level change in a spring tide (7 days) is 2.3m/year and The average rate of bed level
change in a neap tide (7 days) is 0.3m/year.

Figure 5 Plot showing bed level change before and after dredging at NTP location

From the above graph (figure 5) it can be observed that bed level before dredging is 0.22m for a month,
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therefore the bed level change for a year will be 2.64m. Similarly, after dredging its 0.04m per month and
for a year 0.48m.

BED LEVEL CHANGE DUE TO CURRENT AT THE DISPOSAL LOCATION

Figure 6 Plot showing bed level change at disposal location
It can be observed that the bed level change for one month at disposal location is approximately
0.007m.

RATE OF BED LEVEL CHANGE AT DISPOSAL LOCATION
The details of sediment deposition in the reach is extracted from the model result and shown vide
figure 7. The average rate of bed level change in a spring tide (7 days) is 0.21m/year and The
average rate of bed level change in a neap tide (7 days) is -0.0005m/year (erosion) (Figure 7)

Figure 7 showing rate of bed level change at disposal location

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

Siltation analysis after dredging for dredging location was simulated with MIKE21/3 integrated
module which couples the hydrodynamic with the sediment transport. The domain area is of size
approximately 45 kilometers by 45 kilometers. The tidal data was generated, calibrated and
propagated in the model. Then the calibrated model is coupled with the sediment model. The
model run was performed for the following site conditions;

1. Well-head platform at existing condition with bed level (-)4.00m
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2. Well-head platform with dredged bed level of (-)18.00m

3. Disposal area where the bed level is (-)33.00m

The observations of the siltation analysis were extracted and analyzed. The findings of the
siltation analysis are as below;

1. It can be observed that the water level in Spring tide is nearly about 6.00m and neap is
3.00m.

2. It can be observed that the current speed before dredging is 2.6m/s and after dredging is
1.3m/s.

3. It can be observed that sediment transport rate at the location of well-head platform is
2.64 m/year before dredging and 0.48m/year after dredging.

4. The average rate of bed level change during the spring tide is 2.3m/year and the average
rate of bed level change during neap tide is 0.3m/year at the location of well-head
platform.

5. The average rate of bed level change during the spring tide is 0.21m/year and the average
rate of bed level change during neap tide is -0.0005m/year (erosion) at disposal location.

DREDGING METHORDLOGY ADOPTED BASED ON THE STUDY :

The dredging works was commenced on 10th  November 2018. The dredging works was  executed by a Trailler
Suction Hopper Dredger and supported by  Sea Bed Leveling device i.e ( Water injection Dredger WID).

Area of Dredging and Disposal:
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Figure 8 (a) Shows the area of dredging at ongc platform (b) shows the disposal location at deeper contour .
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WORKING PRINCIPLE OF DREDGING AT OFFSHORE PLATFORM :

The dredging and disposal cycle of a TSHD consists
of the following

● Lowering suction pipe at the dredging location.
● Dredging at the proposed  location.
● Raising Suction Pipe.
● Sail to the disposal location 11 km from dredging
● Location.
● Open bottom doors
● Discharge hopper loads
● Close bottom doors
● Sail to dredging area

Repeat the process.

Figure 9 (a) Shows working principle of TSHD dredger at dredging location  (b) shows the WID
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Figure 10 Shows working principle of TSHD dredger at disposal location.

10 (a) Shows pre- dredge survey  at dredging location  (b) shows Post- dredge survey  at
dredging location

MAINTENANCE DREDGING.
From the siltation studies is evident that there is an active sand movement in and around the well
head areas which is moving from North – East to South West Direction. The drilling rig
maneuvering required a depth (-) 12m with reference to CD .The existing Dredge levels are (-)
15.00 m & (-) 18.00 m. Based on the sediment transport report the rate sediment movement rate
after dredging is 0.48m / year say 0.5m /year. Considering the shoal moment and sediment
transport pattern in Gulf of Khambhat a factor of 1.5 times is added which results in 0.75m /
year. The area where dredging is carried for (-) 18.00 m is considered as sand trap and hence the
sand trap shall be dredged once in every three years.. The maintenance dredging shall be carried
out only in this region. The Sand trap is 3.00 m deeper and once the sand trap is filled up to (-)
15.00m maintenances dredging operation should be commerce.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the study it is observed that sediment transport rate at the location of dredge location
platform is 2.64 m/year before dredging and 0.48m/year after dredging. The average rate of bed
level change during the spring tide is 2.3m/year and the average rate of bed level change during
neap tide is 0.3m/year at the location of well-head platform. The average rate of bed level change
during the spring tide is 0.21m/year and the average rate of bed level change during neap tide is
-0.0005m/year (erosion) at disposal location recommended to conduct  bathymetry survey in and
around the platform before deploying the rig and after deploying the rig. By this exercise, the
real time sediment transportation can observed and monitor for the upcoming years.

The dredging was completed on 24 th Dec 2018 and drilling rig was successfully deployed at the
platform on 25 th Jan 2019 and the drilling operational will be in progress till April 19 for the
Financial Year 2018 and 2019 .
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Remedial Measures to Combat Sea
Erosion Along West Coast of India

R. Sundaravadivelu, S. Sakthivel, and P. K. Suresh

Abstract Thewest coast of India fromKanyakumari (CapeComorin) toTrivandrum
borderingArabian sea is a thickly populated one. Fishing is themain occupation of the
hamlets. The coast is prone to southwest (June–September) and northeast monsoon
(October–December) waves in every year. The southwest monsoon is severe along
the coast creating heavy erosion resulting loss of valuable lands, roads, worship
places and houses. Mandaikadu is one such affected coast located on the west coast
of Indian Ocean. Studies in the form of field observations, bathymetry and numerical
model studies were carried out. Based on the findings, groin field with six numbers
were proposed, and field observations indicate littoral drift is directed towards west
direction. The details of studies and effect of groins were highlighted in the paper.

Keywords Groin · Littoral drift · Numerical model

1 Introduction

The coastal regions of India are densely populated and nearly 20%of the total popula-
tion of India living in these regions. Further, there is an increase in the developmental
activities in the coastal regions in the recent years for shipping, setting up of indus-
tries, developing recreation centers, land reclamation and utilizing marine resources
of various kinds. Further, the exploration of natural living and non-living resources
in the ocean has necessitated construction of a variety of structures like jetties, dykes,
seawalls, groins, platforms, pipelines, etc. which are linked to the economy of the
coastal states and ultimately to our national economy. In order to combat erosion,
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Fig. 1 Study area

construction of seawall had been the most widely adopted structural measure. Over
the last few years, coastal protection measures like sea wall and groins were adopted.
The results of the projects have been found fruitful as claimed by Sundar [1]. The
western coast of Tamil Nadu in India is steep and characterized by several rocky
outcrops. The coast experiences high swell waves during the southwest monsoon
that break near the coast leading to heavy erosion of beaches, whereas during the
post-monsoon season, the coast experiences accretion resulting in recovery of lost
beaches. Mandaikadu is one such affected coast which has a latitude of 8° 23′ N
and longitude 77° 32′ E on the west coast of Indian (Fig. 1). As a part of designing
remedial measure, the studies were carried out.

2 Scope of the Work

As a part of protection measures, a groin field was designed based on the bathymetric
details furnished by the client.

3 Methodology

The components include the following as detailed below.

• Bathymetric survey
• Field visit
• Desk studies
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Fig. 2 Digitized bathymetry

• Numerical model studies
• Formulation of proposal

3.1 Bathymetric Survey

A detailed survey of the area covering a distance of 1100 m alongshore and 600 m
towards water was carried out. A total of 1706 numbers of water depth points were
collected. The shore is existing with an elevation of (+) 6.00 m at a distance of 50 m
behind shoreline. The bed slope in water depth of (−) 10 m is 0.0455. The foreshore
slope was seen up to a water depth of about (−) 10.00 m which is about 0.0455.
The bed slope up to (−) 3.00 m is 0.060 indicating that profile has steeper slope in
the shallow depth compared to deep water. This can result in run-up of wave height
ranging from 1 to 3 m and break close to the shore. The digitized form of bathymetry
and original one is shown vide Fig. 2.

3.2 Field Visit

In order to ascertain the details of coastal process activity along Mandaikadu coast,
field visit was undertaken. The coast is found to be oriented in east–west direction
from Kanyakumari to Trivandrum and takes a south–north orientation. The site has
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a big church located very near the coast and a famous temple inside along east and
west boundaries. Beach of width about 20 m is seen along the length. The coast
undergoes severe erosion in southwest monsoon, and hence, temporary protections
at selected location by dumping stones and retaining walls are noticed.

3.3 Desk Studies

Along the west coast, there is heavy erosion during southwest monsoon months
and then deposition during the other months. Along this coast, the onshore–offshore
transport is high during SWmonsoon. Themagnitude of erosion during SWmonsoon
increases from Manakudy to Erayumanthurai. This is due to an increase in the fore-
shore slope. This also indicates that the cross-shore sediment transport plays a major
role along the west coast. The analyses of existing data on beach migration indicate
that beaches along the coast are visible from January to May and disappear during
southwest monsoon. This is because of wave actions almost normal to the shore and
creating erosion profile. During the months of January to April, the occurrences of
swell waves bring back the beach successfully. Beaches are seen on the east side of
protruding structures indicating net longshore transport is on towards west.

3.4 Wave Climate

The data on wave climate is an important parameter while estimating the shoreline
changes. Unfortunately, measured or visually observed wave data is available only
for locations of port. Hence, numerical models were resorted to for the simulation of
wave climate. In the present study, the wave data is adopted from the wave climate
generated [4] by numerical models. The two wave models that were adopted are
offshore spectral wave (OSW) orWAMmodel and near spectral wave (NSW)models
of MIKE21 developed by Hydraulic Institute, Denmark [2]. The coast is influenced
waves from south. Waves are predominantly from southeast, south and southwest.
Themonthly average wave climate is as described in Suresh [4] presented rose sketch
of wave climate is prepared for three seasons, namely non-monsoon (NM) (January–
May), southwest monsoon (SW) (June–September) and northeast monsoon (NE)
(October–December). The diagrams are furnished vide Fig. 3.

3.5 Analyses of Critical Wave Climate

The west coast is oriented in E–W direction receiving waves from SE, SW direction.
The bathymetry was digitized using Mike21 software. Parabolic mild slope model
was used for analyzing a value of 3 m wave height. The results of the analyses were
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Fig. 3 Wave rose (NM, SW and NE)

plotted in the form of contours showing wave height for all the above-mentioned
conditions. The results indicate high wave heights prevailing in the vicinity of shore
(Fig. 4). This high energy waves finally dissipate on the coast leading to erosion of
the coast.

Fig. 4 Wave propagation from west
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3.6 Tides

Mean high water spring (+) 1.20 m CD.
Mean sea level (+) 1.00 m CD.
Mean low water neap (+) 0.90 m CD.
Mean low water spring (+) 0.70 m CD.
A storm surge of up to 1.0 m is expected at site during design cyclone, based on
the storm surge analysis.

3.7 Protection Measures

The protectionmeasures consist of a groin field with five groins. The commencement
of the groin field is from the coast adjacent to church. It consists of six groins G1, G2,
G3, G4, G5 and G6 of length 65 m, 81 m, 90 m, 60 m, 63 m and 60 m, respectively.
The corresponding depth at which the above groins terminate is (−) 2.0m, (−) 3.0m,
(−) 3.0 m, (−) 2.0 m, (−) 2.0 m and (−) 2.0 m. The spacing between the groins G1
to G6 is 100 m, 150 m, 150 m, 150 m and 100 m, respectively (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Proposed groyne field
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4 Breaker Angle Variation

The direction of sediment transport mainly depends on breaker angle values. The
monthly breaker angle values are estimated based on Snell’s law, and furnished
(Fig. 6) alongshore current is responsible for accretion near protruding structures.
Many empirical relationships are available. The important parameters are breaker
angle, breaker height, slope, orientation of shoreline and particle size. As per the
studies and findings of Suresh [4], the expression by Van Rijn [3] is suitable. The
alongshore sediment transport was calculated using the approach of Van Rijn [3] for
the coast.

The longshore sediment transport is dominant during the months of January–
April and October–December. Based on the estimated values of breaker angle, the
sediment transport in the alongshore direction is assessed as 0.05 million cubic
meter. The direction as assessed from calculations and satellite imageries is directed
towardswest. During the othermonths, the formation of rip currents results in erosion
profile formulations along the coastal reach discussed, and this type of formation is
discussed.

4.1 Shoreline Evolution

The artificial interventions in the form of hard structures like groins will have impact
on the existing shoreline and should be done carefully after doing prediction of
shoreline changes. In the present study, six groins are recommended and the shoreline
prediction adjacent to them is predicted for one year [5]. These predictions are based
on the approach of Kraus and Harikai [6]. The procedures adopted by Suresh et al.
[7] are adopted for assessing the changes along the shore in the presence groin field.
The predictions indicate that groins will be bypassed. After the initial construction,
it is to be provided with a “T” head in later stage. The construction commenced in
December 2017. The four groins namely G3, G4, G5 and G6 has commenced. G3

Fig. 6 Breaker angle
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Fig. 7 Pre- and post-project scenario

is almost completed. The beach formation up to 80 m was noticed by January 2019,
and it is offering very good protection against the waves (Fig. 7).

5 Conclusion

The coast under study is under heavy threat of erosion. The groin field was
proposed after detailed bathymetry, desk studies and numerical modeling. The post-
performance of the project indicates that model predictions were reasonably well,
and once completed in full fledge, the erosion will be minimized. The net littoral
drift predicted towards west was well validated by beach observation on east side of
groins.
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variousapplications.The feedback and feedforward control enable to realise a significant improvement inthedynamic performance of mechatronic motion 
systems. Feedback control allows tomodify the 
system properties by changing the pole locations of 
the system, thereforeoffering to control unstable 
systems and add robustness to the feedback 

controlledsystem. Feedforward control enables to 
improve the performance of motion systemfor 
instance by zero-pole cancellation, while not being 
limited by the conditions forstability and, in general,
being simpler and faster than feedback control. With 
thecombination of both, feedforward and feedback
control, also called two degree offreedom control,
we can optimise the control design including the 
trade-off betweenperformance and robustness. The 
behaviour 

Input disturbance 
---~---' 

Feedforward| 
C 

Plant 
G 

FIG.4: FEEDFORWARD CONTROLLER 

In this configuration the feedforward controller acts 
as a filter thatmodifies the reference signal in such a 
way, that the motion of the controlledmechatronic 
system followsthe reference signal. If we want to 
achieve perfect control, which means that there 
isnodifference between the reference position and 
the actual position of the system, thecombined 
transfer function Gt, fMs) from r to y has to be equal 
to one, hence showidentity: 

of the plant has to be known 

sufficientlywell, either by means of system 
identification or by modelling. 

Gt,f(s) = y/t = Cff{$)G() = 1 

In that case the feedforward controller has to be the 

Information exact inverse of the plant 

Guidance Cfs) = G(s)' 

Signal 
IV. FEEDBACK CONTROLLER:Input 

Feedforward disturbance If no dynamics are involved, the feedforward

controller eventually would only represent a gain 
that scales the reference signal. In reality positioning 
systems include dynamics with a frequency 
dependent transfer function. In that case also 
thedynamics of the positioning system have to be 
inverted, which results in pole-zerocancellation 
between the controller poles and system zeros as 
well as controllerzeros and system poles. The 

feedforward problem can be more complicated as 
notalways all plant dynamics can easily be inverted. 

Output 
Pre-itler FedbackDA0 

Sensor disturbace 
************ 

-AD sensor 

FIG.3 FEEDFORWARD AND FEEDBACK CONTROLLER In feedback control the actual status of the motion 

system is monitoredby a sensor and the controller is 
generating a control action based on the difference 
between the desired motion (reference signal) and 

the actualsystem status (sensor signal). The outputy 
is measured and compared with(subtracted from) rf 
which is the reference r, after filtering. The result of 

thiscomparison is used as inputfor the feedback
controller. Because the sensor signal is fed back in a 
closed-loop tothe input of the system, feedback

control is also called closed-loop control.lt shows 
both the fitted dynamic model of the scanning unit 
without control (solidline), the notch filter by the 3rd 
order feedforward controller (dashed line) and 
theresulting compensated dynamic perfornmance of 

the combined scanning unit and controller (dashed-
dotted line). 

III. FEEDFORWARD SYSTEM:

For open-loop stable system, it is possible to apply 

feedforwardcontrol improve 
when following 

to the system 
performance 
trajectory like a reference signal or a repeating 

scanning motion. 

a pre-defined 

A feedforwardcontroller basically consists ofa filter 
that is placed in series with the plant in order 

tocompensateits dynamics.The 
guidance signall r is applied to the controller that 

has a frequencydependent transfer function Cffs). 
The output u of the controller is connected to the 

input of the motion system that has a transfer
function G(s) giving the output y, whichis a position. 

reference or 
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FIG.5: FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 
FIG.7: INPUT SHAPPED EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEM AFTER 
A APPLICATION OF POLE ZERO CANCELLATION 

are caused by each individual step are 

180-outofphase and cancel each other. 

This splitting of the reference signal into two equal 
signals and delaying one of them by half the period 
of the system's resonance is a typical example of 

input-shaping. This method clearly is very different 
from pole-zero cancellation as it is time domain 
instead of frequency domain based filtering. In the 
frequency domain these sampled adaptations to 
input create a frequency spectrum with a multiple of 
notch filters at the harmonics of the frequency that 

these adaptations are applied. 

**** 

Frequency Hz] 

fitted model 
- notch fiker 

COmpeNsated system 

Frequency [H] VI. ADAPTIVE FEEDFORWARD CONTROL 

The model based pole zero cancellation and the 

input shaping only work reliably as long as the 

dynamic properties of the total plants are known and 

they remain constant. These dynamics include the 

transfer functions of passive elements like the 

mechanics as well as active elements like amplifiers 

and actuators.In reality often external influences 

have an impact on these dynamic properties, leading 

increasing 

FIG6: BODE PLOT OF FEED FORWARD CONTROL 

SYSTEM 

V. INPUT SHAPING: 

Another open loop method that is often used 

motion control is called as input shaping. With this

method the reference signal is modified in a different

way than by the linear filtering and compensation. 

When step signal is given to a system, it would start 

to oscillate at its natural frequency where he 

oscillation would fade away after the step according 

to the damping of this resonance. In a first 

approximation, the system can be assumed to behave 

like a linear system which means that a reduction of 

the input step stimulus by a factor of two would 

result in a reduction of the amplitude of the response 

by the same factor two. When these steps are applied 

with only half the height of the full step,the same 

steady state would be obtained in with the full step 

stimulus after all oscillations are damped out. If one 

of these half-height steps is delayed by half the 

period of the system's resonance frequency, the 

oscillations that_are caused by each individual step 

are 180 outofphase and cancel each other. 

deviation between to an 

This modelandthereality. 
canbepartly solved by 

feedforward control, adapting the feedforward 

signal by measuring it sreal behaviour. This method 

equires a sensor toob tainin formation about the 

behaviour and for that reason it isoften applied in 

theparametersinthe 

deviation adaptive 

combination with feedback. 

A.P Controller: P controller is mostly used in first 

order processes with single energy storage to 

stabilize theunstable process. The main usage of the 

P controller is to decrease the steady state error of 

thesystem. As the proportional gain fåctor k 

increases, the steady state error of the 

systemdecreases. However, despite the reduction, P 
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control can never manage to eliminate the steadystate error of the system. As we increase the 
proportional gain, it provides smaller amplitudeand phase margin, faster dynamics satisfying wider 
frequency band and larger sensitivity tothe noise. 
We can use this controller only when our system is 
tolerable to a constant steadystate error. In addition,
it can be easily concluded that applying P controller 

deviation rom expected behaviour.A servo drive 

receives a command signal from a control systemn, 

amplilies the signal, and transmits electric current to 

motor in order to produce motion 

proportional to the command signal. Typically, thee 

command signal represents a desired velocity, but 

can also represent a desired torque or position. 

A sensor attached to the servo motor reports the 

motor's actual status back to the servo drive. The 

1 servo 

decreases the risetime and after a certain value of 
servo drive then compares the actual motor status 

with the commanded motor status. It then alters the 
reduction on the steady state error, increasing K only 
leads toovershoot of the system response. P control 
also causes oscillation if sufficiently aggressive 
inthe presence of lags and/or dead time. The more 

lags (higher order), the more problem itleads. Plus, 
it directly amplifies process noise. 

voltage, frequency or pulse width to the motor so as 

to correct for any deviation from the commanded 

status. In a properly configured control system, the 

servo motor rotates at a velocity that very closely 

approximates the velocity signal being received by 

the servo drive from the control system. Several 

parameters, such as stiffness (also known as 

proportional gain), damping (also known as 

derivative gain), and feedback gain, can be adjusted 

to achieve this desired performance. The process of 

adjusting 
called performancetuning. 

B.P-I Controller :P-I controller is mainly used to 

eliminate the steady state error resulting from P 

controller.However, in terms of the speed of the 

response and overall stability of the system, it has 

anegative impact. This controller is mostly used in 

areas where speed of the system is not anissue. Since 

P-I controller has no ability to predict the future 

errors of the system it 
cannotdecrease the rise time 

and eliminate the oscillations. If applied, any 

amount ofI guarantees setpoint overshoot. 

these parameters 
is 

VIII. 
SERVO TUNING: 

In the latest high-speed and high-acceleration NC 

machine tools, the structural vibration is one of the 

most critical factors to deteriorate the machine's 

contouring performance. Particularly on such a 

machine, the parameters in a CNC servo control 

system must be carefully tuned, since too high 

response of the latest CNC units often causes severe 

structural vibration.. In order to reduce the structural 

C.P-D Controller :The aim of using P-D controller 

is to increase the stability of the system by 

improving 
controlsince it has an ability to predict the 

future error of the system response. In order to 

avoideffects ofthe sudden change in the value of the 

error signal, the derivative is taken from theoutput 

response of the system variable instead of the error 

signal. Therefore, D mode isdesigned to be 

proportional to the change of the output variable to 

prevent the sudden changesoccurring in the control 

output resulting from sudden changes in the error 

signal. In addition, D directly amplifies process 

noise therefore D-only control is not used. 

vibration with the minimum sacrifice of control

bandwidth, the tuning is based on iterative 

measurement and simulation of the machine's 

contouring performance. A case study shows that a 

proper tuning of servo parameters significantly

reduces the structural vibration and improves the 

machine's overall contouring accuracy.A structural 

vibration is also a critical issue on typical high- 

speed machines. A high-speed, high-acceleration 

feed drive naturally imposes a severer impact force 

on the mechanical structure, which causes the 

structural vibration of lower frequency, and larger 

amplitude. This issue becomes more critical on a 

linear motor driven feed drive. Since it is a direct 

D.P-1-D Controller:P-1-D controller has the 

optimum control dynamics including zero steady 

state error, fastresponse (short rise time), no 

oscillations and higher stability. The necessity of 

using aderivative gain component in addition to the 

PI controller is to eliminate the overshoot and 

drive with no transmission mechanism, its driving 

force is directly transmitted to the mechanical

structure. In today's market, the majority of servo 

motor driven feed drives in machining centres still 

adopts the "semi-closed loop" control (i.e. the 

angular position of a servo motor is feedbacked for 

the position control). On the other hand, a linear 

motor driven feed drive system must directly 

feedback the linear position ofa table. Therefore, the 

dynamics of structural vibration directly affects the 

dynamics of the position closed-loop system. When 

Servo parameters are not properly tuned, it may even 

cause the instability of the closed-loop system. The 

theoscillations occurring in the output response of 

the system. One of the main advantages of theP-1-D 

controller is that it can be used with higher order 

processes including more than singleenergy storage.

VII. SERVO DRIVES:

A servo drive is a special electronic amplifier that 

are usedto power the electric servo-mechanis1ms.A 

servo drive monitors the feedback signal from the 
servomechanism and continually adjusts for 
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structural vibration becomes particularly a critical 
issue on a large-size machine tool, where the mass 
of the driven part is generally heavier and/or the 
travel range is longer. 

interpolation acceleration control must be used for 

high-accuracy contouring 
2.A fecedforward controller of the first order is 

assumed for faster response while securing the 

stability of the feedback loops. Conventionally, the gains of position and velocity 
controllers are set as high as possible, under the 
condition that the stability (and robustness) of the 
closedloop system is secured with some stability 
margins. On the latest high-speed machines, 
however, it is often the case that feedback gains must 
be lowered to reduce the motion error caused by the 

structural vibration. On some large-sized machines, 
the maximum acceleration is set lower than the 

potential capacity of a servo motor, in order to 

secure required motion accuracies. 

3.The transfer function of the velocity and current 

control loop is regarded to be ideal since the 

bandwidth of these loop is general sufficiently large 

compared to that of the position loop. 

4.Many commercial CNC units in today's market 

implement a higher-order position control loop 

block to improve the response of the closed-loop 

system. The 

interpolation can be improved by using a high order 

position control loop. 

radius reduction in circular 

For tuning all the servo parameters the following 

parameters have to be controlled, 1) an 
acceleration 

time (the first-order time constant for linear 

acceleration and deceleration), 2) a position loop

gain, p K, 3) a time constant of asmoothing filter on 

the reference trajectory, 4) a feedforward controller 

gain, fk, and 5) a corner velocity. 

Comand Feecforward 
Enarator control bock

NC program 

Feedback control block HPC 

Servo 

postion 

other &xesi 
table 

FIG.8: SIMPLIFIED CNC DYNAMIC FEED DRIIVE SYSTEM 

MODEL 

Re 
W 

M, 

the 
tuning 

Basically, 
methodology is based on the measurement of the 

machine's 
two-dimensional contouring performance 

by using the cross grid encoder method, or the KGM

(Kreuz Gitter Meßsystem in German) method, 

developed by Heidenhain GmbH. Since the KGM 

method is non-contact optical measurement, it is 

more suitable for high-speed and highaccuracy 

measurement. More importantly, unlike the DBB 

(Double Ball Bar) method that is restricted to a 

circular test, it can measure the machine's 

twodimensional contouring error on an arbitrary 

servo parameter 
motor 

bed 

W 

base 

FIG.9: DYNAMIC MDEL OF FEED DRIVE SYSTEM 

Senvo HRVI cuntoi Sevo HR2 torTd Sano Rcon

geometry. 

IX. CONSIDERATIONS FOR TUNING: 

1.From the fig.8, the command generator is 

considered exactly same as the one used in the actual 

CNC unit. Most commercial CNC units in today's 

market support an S-curve velocity profile which 

can be represented by the combination of two filters 

and has two parameters to be tuned.Typical 

commercial CNC units employ two ways to 

distribute a velocity command profile to each axis; 

the 

RIU nn (00W nnna ithud quarant paism comgensuxn) 

pre-interpolation and post-interpolation 
Eampe of efect o ERVO HRV conto 

acceleration controls. In the post-interpolation 

acceleration control, a velocity command is 

distributed to cach axis and then is filtered 

independently. On the contrary, in the pre- 

interpolation acceleration control, it is first filtered 

and then distributed to each axis. The pre- 

FIG 10 BY USING THE HIGH RESPONSE VELOCITY 

CONTRLLER I THE PROTRUSIONS ARE IDENTIFIED IN 

A CIRCULAR RADIUS WHEAREAS WITH HRV2 THE 

PROTRUSIONS ARE REDUCED TO MINIMUM AMOUNT 

AND WITH HRV3 THE PROTRUSIONS ARE TOTALLY 

NULLIFIED 
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Abstract-The Internet of Things (loT) technology is 

currently shaping different aspeets of human life. Precision 

agriculture is one of the paradigms which can use the loT 
advantages to optimize the production efficiency and uniformity 
across the agriculture fields, optimize the quality of the crops, 
and minimize the negative environmental impact. In this paper, 
we present an loT architecture customized for precision 

agriculture applications. The proposed three-layer architecture 
collects the needed data and relays it to a cloud-based back-end 
where it is processed and analyzed. Feedback actions based on 
the analyzed data can be sent back to the front-end nodes. We 
built a prototype of the proposed architecture to demonstrate its 

performanceadvantages. 

plethoraofapplicationssuchassmart-cities, remotehealthcare, 
energy and water control, precision agriculture, wildlife

monitoring,structuralandancientbuildingmonitoring.etc. 
In this paper, we propose a cloud-based IoT architecture 

thatisapplicableindifferentprecisionagricultureapplications. 
The proposed architecture is composed of three layers: a front- 
end layer that collects the environmental information and 
applies the needed agriculture actions; a gateway layer that 
connects the front-end layer to the Internet, and a back-end 
layer in which the data storage and processing take place. A 

prototype of the proposed architecture is built and tested to 

illustrate itsperformance. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 

Section I, we review the related literature. The proposed
IoTarchitecture is presented in Section IIl. A preliminary set 

of resultsofaprototypeofthisarchitectureispresentedinSection 
IV. The paper is concluded in SectionV. 

Keywords-Internet of Things (loT); precision agriculture; 
sensor networks; platform implementation; cloud computing 

INTRODUCTION 

Precision agriculture emerged in the late 1980's with the 
matching of grid-based sampling of soil chemical properties 
with the newly developed variable-rate application equipment 
for fertilizers [1]. Since then, it became the main farming 

management practice 

services provide the means to (1) fight epidemic diseases by 

applying the appropriate types and amounts of fungicides. 

pesticides and organic fertilizers at the right times, (2) achieve 

efficient water consumption by watering the plants with only 
the needed amount of water and the right time, (3) reduce thc 

harm to the environment since knowing when to spray a 

pesticide does not only lead to effectively killing harmfiul pests 

but also reduces the use of the pesticide, and (4) produce high- 

value agriculture productions by growing non-toxic, sale, and 

healthy crops. 

II. RELATEDWORK 

A. High-Level loTArchitectures 

This category represents the related loT architectures that 

were proposed in the literature. A classitication of generic loT 

platforms is presented in [2]. which also develops a top-level 

generic loT arclhitecture suited tor smart city applications 

including precision agriculture. Likewise, BI presents a 

functionalviewofanintegratedarchitectureotdataacquisition and 

intelligent control system that can be used in agrieultural 

facilities such as greenhouse. n [4|. the authors present a 

functional architecture that aims at promoting thedevelopment 

of facility habitat intelligence monitoring plattorns. The 

authors of [5] integrate the recently developed Open loT 

platfornn that is applicable in a number of use cases with the 

Digital Agriculure (Phenonet) to develop a semantically 

enhanced agriculture ontology. Tlowever, all such related 

works lack actualimplementations 

worldwide. Precision agricultural 

The use of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in precision 

agriculture 

profitability of many agricultural production systems |2J|IJ 
Real-time environmental information can be remotelygathercd

from the agricultural ficlds and transferred o where it can be 

processed to discover problems, store data, and/or take needed 

actions. This contrasts with the traditional agricultural 

approaches in which decisions are taken bascd On some 

hypotheticalaveragecondition, whichnmaynotrelectreality. 

increases the efficiency, productivity and 

. Crop MonitoringPlatforms 

Several lol systeins have been developed tor monitoring 

purposes in precision aggricullure aPplication 161-|8). With the 

goal of ncreasing Uhe crOp production, a crop nmonitoring 

system Wius developed to collect the erop data and use 

production system through correlution analysis between the 

crop stiatistical information and agricultural environment WSNs are key components the Internet of Things (lo'T) in 

which different pieces of information gathered from almost 

anywhere and anything in the world are accessible through the 

Idhe Y NSAJWSNS'WIANBTPASUINUHNI#aNTHCINIOu ISSW RISSFSENiT. AJ edAadaud 
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C Irrigation ControlPlatforms 
Several loT platforms have been recently developed to 

control the water consumption in irrigation. Exanmples include 
the simple system developed in [12]. More advanced systems 
such as the system presented in [13] which allow users to 
control the irrigation process via cellular technologies. 
Likewise, the system 
technologies to transfer the sensors' data to a database system. 
The platform proposed in [15] directs the data to a cloud 
service through HTTP. 

powerwithbackupbatteries. WeusetheRaspberryPi2single 
board microcontroller that is powered through a 3.7 V Li-lon 
battery in our front-endnodes 

Sensors and Actuators: Different aboveground and 
underground sensors are used in precision agriculture to 
measure the different environmental attributes needed by a 

target application. Examples includes sensors that measure air 

temperature, air humidity, soil temperature, soil volumetric 

water content, wind speed, wind direction, rain meter, solar 

radiation (infrared, visible, and ultraviolet), and leaf wetness. 
These sensors collect the physical information to be 

communicated to the back-end server. Table I lists the sensors 

used in our node prototype. Based on the sensed information, 
the system is capable of taking the appropriate action such as 
spraying chemicals or fertilizers, watering the plants, etc. This 
is implemented through a set of actuators and mechanical 
controllers that are used to control pumps and sprayers. A 

the 

presented in [14] uses cellular 

PROPOSED CLOUD-BASED AGRICULTURALIOT 
ARCHITECTURE 

The proposed cloud-based loT architecture for agricultural 
applications depicted in Fig. 1 is composed of 3 layers: front- 
end, gateway, and cloud back-end. In this section, we discuss 
these three layers and their inmplementation in detail. 

communications between the microcontroller and 

Batnd Layer sensors/actuators are done ing the 12C protocol. 

TABLEI. USED SENSORS 

. Sensor Model D Dva iron 
Air Temperature 
Air Humidity 

SHT11 

atway Layar HTU21D 

3 Soil Moisture Sensor SENO114 w 

Leaf Wetness FC-37 

Wind Speed/Direction SEN-08942 
Front-end Layer 

Rain Volume SEN-08942 

Interfacing Circuits: The different sensors convert the 
sensed phenomena (e.g., temperature) into an equivalent 
electric voltage or current. However, such electric voltage or 

current is still in the analog format. A sensor interfacing 

circuitry is needed to convert such analog signals coming from 
the sensors into the corresponding digital format and perform 

any further signal conditioning functionality to ensure 

compatibility with the used microcontroller. Analog-to-Digital 
Converters (ADC) are the core component of such interfacing 

circuits. We use the 6-bit CA3306 CMOS parallel ADC 

designed for low-power applications. On the other hand, the 

actuators and mechanical controllers use analog signals as 

inputs. Therefore, interfacing circuits that convert the digital 
outputs of the microcontroller to the needed analog control 

signals are needed. Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) 

interfacing circuits are used for that purpose such as the low- 

power MCP4725 DAC used in our sy stem. 

Fig. 1.Proposed cloud-based loT architecture for agricultural applications 

A. From-endLayer 
The front-end layer is the physical hardware or the sensing 

nodes that are composed of 4 modules: a microcontroller, the 
environmental sensors and actuators, interfacing circuits, and a 

wireless communication module as shown in Fig. 2. 

ire 

Wireless Communication Module: The purpose of this 

module is to provide the sensor nodes with the means to 

communicate the data to the nearest gateway. Unlike the vast 

majority of related works which use the high power Bluetooth 

orcellulartechnologies, weusethenRF24L0lultra-low-power 
Iransceiver operating on the 2.4 GHz ISM band which 

significantlyreducesthepowerconsumptionofourdesign. 

Fig. 2.Front-cnd node architccture. 

Microcontroller: The microcontroller is responsible for 

collecting the data of the different sensors altached to it and 

communicating such data to the next layer of the architecture. 

Dependingontheapplication,themicrocontrollercanbeeither 

battery-powered,self-poweredusingsolarpanels,orself 

B. Gatewayl.ayer 
The different lronl-end nodes deployed in the agricultural 

field collect the sensor data and relay it to a gateway. The 
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inutes. Fig. 5 shows the gradual decrease in the rain volume hefore it stops. Meanwhile, the moisture slightly increased after the rain stopped. Such data can be used in predicting the evolution of plan diseases. 

implementation details. We have built a prototype to illustrate 
the different performance aspects of the proposed architecture. 
The preliminary performance evaluation 
demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed architecture 
despite its simplicity. This makes the proposed architecturea 
good candidate for implementing a wide set of precision 

agriculture systems. Our future work will include how to 

secure the access of the data and will develop a mobile 

application that allows access of the data on handheld devices. 

results have 

0. 16 -Rain Fall 

Moisturea 

14 

59.5 
0.12 
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C. Air Temprature and HumidityResults 
Another important environmental data for agricultural loT 

applications is the air temperature and humidity. Fig. 6 depicts 
an example of the recorded air temperature and humidity 
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The results presented in this section demonstrate the ability 
of the proposed cloud-based loT system to efficiently collect, 

store, process, and visualize the environmental data needed for 

different precision agriculture applications. 

V. CONcULSIONS 

In this paper, we have presented a cloud-based architecture for 

loT precision agricultural applications. We have outlined the 

three layers of the proposed architecture and explained thcir 
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Abstract- In recent ycars,Automobile companies are highly 
concerned with ensuring the safety of the passengers.In Order to 
provide support to the driver 'Advanced Driver Assistance System 
has been employed in vehicles.ln this paper we have proposed a 
robust visual based lane detection algorithm and efficient traffic
sign board detection algorithm which could serve as support to the 
driver. We have used roberts edge detection and hough transform in 
lane detection algorithm.We have created a databasc of traffic sign 
board and with the help of MatchFeature technique we were able to 
highlight the region of sign board on cach frame which is captured 
by the camera present in the front end of the car. 

Keywords: Region of Interest, Hough Transform, Extrac1features 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In most of the existing lane detection system the 

first step is to efficiently remove the noise present in the 

Causes for road accidents in India 

I. INTRODUCTION

India is meant to have the second largest road 
network in the world. The accidents occurring on the road 
has been statistically increasing in the recent years despite of 
the efforts taken by the indian government.Ministry of Road 

Research wing, 
Government of India presented a report on the topic "Traffic 
accidents in 2016".The pictorial representation of the causes 
of the road accidents is shown in Fig. 1.They further stated 
all the possibilities which were the responsible for road 
accidents in india.It has been found out more than 80 

Oriver Oytist 
Transport and Highways Transport Pedestrain Passenser 

Mecnanical Defect in Vehicie a Raad Conaition 

Poor Lghtning cond'on Other reasons 

Reasons not known 

Fig. 1. Datas from Ministry of Road Transport and Highways Transport 

Research wing 
percent of accidents are due to the driver's negligence. 

Exceeding the lawful speed,Driving on wrong 
side,Using mobile phones while driving,Jumping/Changing 
the lane,neglecting the signboards are considered to be the 
major reasons for the road accidents especially in highways. 

There is a nced of a system which could intimate 
the driver in times of sudden ane departure and also 

provides information to thhe driver about the important life 

saving sign board which are present on the road.This system 
could serve as a support to the driver for safe driving. 

image.There are three types of filters present namely 

Gaussian filter,Average filter,Median filer.Out of the three 

ilters Gaussian filter is the eficient one which renoves the 

noise and the edge blurring is less which compared to other 

filters.The second commonly used step is the edge detection 
involves three types namely 

detection,roberts edge detection,prewitt edge detection and 
canny edge detection. The deteetion of lane from the edges is 
a complex process which involves ditlerent methods.Most 

commonly used methods are llough transform,Modified 

Tlough transform,Generalized Hough transtorm.| |uses 
horizontal dillerencing tilter for edge detection and 

which sobel edge 

The adaptive lane detection system is able to dctect 

the lane arking present on the roud and the visual outpu 
of highlighted lune marking is provided to the driver.Image 

processing lcchniques is uscd to perform the adaptive lane 
detection process.Te sign board detection systcm detects 
the sign board present on the rond and intimates the driver 
immediately with the lelp of a visiual and audio oulput.A 
database of traflic sipn bourd synibols are colleeted which 
Ihelps in identilying and highlightinp difleent sign boards. 

transtorm for 
edges.[21employes the camy method tor edge detection and 

hough ranstornm for detecting the lanes.[7]uses the 

Inodilicd Iough detecting the 
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entional method of Vanishing point estimation method 
dch uses probabilistic voting procedure for obtaining the 

ane.As the field of artificial intelligence tend to get 
popularized convolutional neural networks were uscd to 
perform the sign board detection operation. 

Fig. 3. Region of interest 

B.Image fillering 

As a smoothing filter ,Gaussian filter is used.Based 

on the comparison with other filter the gaussian filtered 

image obtained are frec from noise and the edge blurring is 

very less. Equation (1) shows the filtering process. 

III. OUR APPROACH 

Adaptive lane detection system 

f(x.y) = (w*(%.y) 

Based on the overview of all the techniques which 

could be employed in lane detection as mentioned in section 

I,we have formulated an efficient lane detection algorithm 
(w* .y)=Es,)/a-s,y-) a 

S=-0S=-b 

with certain modification in order to improve the efficiency 

of the system.The flow diagram of the proposed lane 

fx,y) - Input Image 

w(x.y) - Filter Impulse 

detection system is shown in Fig.2. fx,y)- Filtered Image 

Input image 
C.Edge detection 

Robert's Edge detection is employed in obtaining 
the edges.The change in intensity between the adjacent 

pixels are the edges in the frame.Discontinuities in 

depth,Discontinuities in surface orientation,Change in 

material properties and Variations in scene illumination are 

constituents for the edges.The output image after the edge 

detection process is shown in Fig. 4. 

Region of interest 

Gaussian filter Image filtering 

Robert's method Edge Detection 

ROI 
Edge Detection 

Hough transform 

g(x.y)=f(%.y*n{%)_ 
Detection of lane from 

edges 

Fig. 2.Flowchart of Adaptive lane detection system 

A.Region of Tnterest 

Fig. 4. Edge detection 
The first step of the lane detection algorithm is the 

Detected edges are further processed for removal of 

unwanted region through similarity of red channel. We are 

going to dilate the line for detecting it properly in further 

technique.Further processed image is shown in Fig. 5. 

region of interest.In this step the potential region which 

consist of the valuable information about the lane from the 

frame is segregated and the other regions are blacked 

out.The region of interest is helpful in reducing the 

processing time of the program and the memory space 

required for processing each frame is reduced.Region of 

interest is also helpful in identifying the lane efficiently 

without any mismatch.The region of interest for the given 

LIne Dilatation 
Lane Lines 

frame obtained for the input video is shown in Fig. 3. 

ROI 
Input Image Fig. 5. Lane Lmes 

D. Hough transform 
Hough translorm is used to extract lnes trom a 

given nmage. Edge detection is considered as a 

preprocessng to this technique. It uses voting procedure 

which ills the gaps between points by drawing a line over it 

which fomis the lane. They are mitially designed for line 85



Sign board detection system 
but it can be further developed for other shapes too. 

we are using Hough transform to detect the lane. 

sically Hough transform changes the normal xy plane to 

ab plane.Equation (2) shows the line in xy plane. 

Equation (3) shows the line in ab plane. 

Normally line equation, y = ax+b 

SectionII provided the information information 

about the different techniques which are present in the 

Iraffic sign board detection.Taking all the techniques into 

consideration a robust algorithm is crcated which perform 

2) 
x,y be the coordinates

a be the slope(unbounded) 
b be the intercept 

(3) To convert this to ab plane, b = -ax+y 

when x and y are known,the equation b is considered as a 

line equation in xy plane 
The normal to the line b is drawn towards the origin giving 

R(rho) the length of perpendicular line and 

T(Theta) the angle between the a-axis and line. 

Now again the another point is transformed until all the 

lines are drawn in ab plane. The number of lines coinciding 

at a point is counted as voting. When that point is found it 

is denoted as (a,b). By substituting we can get lines in x,y

plane and the edge points of lines 

Input franmo from camora Signboard databose 

Extract tho unlquo foaturos ol 

the framo using 

detectSURFFoaturos 

Extrncting data ono by one from 

tho databaso 

Performing MatchFoatures 
belween lnput fram0 and data 

from the database 

olzo(indox_palre,1)>20
The lane is found out depending on the longest 

line on the plane . This line has the maximum number of 

collinear points.. The lines are drawn over two sides which 

leading to the Lane area estimation.The Lane lines drawn 

shown in Fig. 6. 

Use RANSAC Algorithm to 
segregate the slgn board 

Highlight the signboard portion 

E.Output Image 
the traffic sign board detection operation efficiently.Fig.8 

represents the flow diagram of the proposed sign detection The joining point of the two straight lines is known 

as the vanishing points.. In general images are considered 

in x,y plane. The x- intercept in the vanishing point 

determines the orientation change of the lane.The identified 

lane along with the steering direction is displayed as output 

image shown in Fig. 7. 

system. 

Fig. 8. Flow Chart of sign board detection system 

Lane Area Lane Ploting

A.Database of Traffic Sign symbols 

The first step of the sign board detection process is 

creating a database which consist of all the sign board 

and identified symbol 

highlighted. The database of the traffic sign symbol is shown 

in Fig. 9. 

which meant to be are 

Fig.6 Lane Area 

Output 

Left 
B.Detecting surf features 

Speeded up robust features(SURF) is the technique 

which obtains the mentioned number of defining feature of 

objects which is present in the given frame.ln our project we 

are obtaining 25 defining SURF features.The SURF features 

for a given traffic sign board is shown in Fig. 10. ig.7 Output 86



DMateh IFeature. 

40 spita 

Mutch eatures requircs 1wo imagcs. T his 

Teature draws lines comecting, the similarities which arc 

present between the two image.T he matching featurcs 

between two imuges is shown in the Fig. 13. 

fndl find find3 find4 lind5 

A 00 3L0N 
O. A"A 

find6 find7 fin iny Indl0 

A findil hndl2 

40 findi3 ndl4 indl6 

ig. . Database of uraftic sign symbols 

4 
Fig. 12. Feature cxtraction of frane obtaincd from input vidco 

40 KM MP D 

PEE Showing all matches 

API 

SP ED MPH 

40 H EEL 

Fig. 10. SURF feature of thhe sign board 

Fig. 13. Match feature 

SPEED 
E. Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) 

40 RANSAC algorithm ensures that there are no 

outliers present and none of the inliner is neglected. The line 

marking between the similarities of two image is done again 

with only the inliners. KMPH 

Fig.1.Feature extraction ofl sign board 

C.Feature Extraction 40 

CLRT 
The Extract Feature operation help to identify the 

defining feature and also validates the position where they 

are present in the frame.The circles are the importlant 

defining features present in the frame.Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 
SPEED 

40 
represents the feature extraction of sign symbol and the 

frame which is obtained from the input video. 
KMPH 87



9 Miura, Jun, Tsuyoshi Kanda, and Yoshiuk Shirai. "An active VISION system for real-time traffic sign recognition." I7'SC2000 2000 E:E1: Intelligent Transportation Systems. Proceedings (Cat. No. (00T718493). 1EEE, 2000. 
F.Oulput Image 

The traffic sign board is highlighted and the highlighted region is cropped and displayed on the right bottom end of the output video.The Fig. 14 represents the 

o] Won, Woong-Jae, Minho Lee, and Joon-Woo Son. 
"Implementation of road traffic signs detection based on 
salicncy map model." 2008 IEEE htelligent Vehicles 
Symposium. IEEE, 2008. 

output image. 
[11] Garcia-Garrido, Miguel Angel, Miguel Angel Sotelo, and 

Enesto Marin-Gorostiza. "ast traffic sign detection and 
recognition under changing lighting conditions." 2006 IEEE 
Inteligent Transportation Systems Conerence. IEEE, 2006. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ScOPE [12] Loy, Gareth, and Nick Bames. "Fast shape-based road sign 
detection for a driver assistance system." 2004 IEEE/RSJ 
Intemational Conference on Inteligent Robots and Systems 

(IROS(IEEE Cat. No. 04CH37566). Vol. 1. IEEE, 2004. 
We were able to learn different techniques which 

are involved in lane detection system and sign board 
detection system.We were able to obtain the proposed 
output. Our project has better efficiency in highways but 
when it comes to urban areas the efficiency is less.Thus in 
future there is a need for adapting efficient technique which 
could be helpful to the drivers in urban areas. 
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